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Invasion impacts and management: Progress, 

problems, and polemics 
Dr. Daniel Simberloff, Plenary Speaker 

University of Tennessee 

 

 Three decades of intensive research have revealed drastic impacts of 

hundreds of invaders. They eat native species, overgrow them, outcompete 

them, infect them, hybridize with them, and have myriad other impacts. 

Impacts affecting entire ecosystems have been increasingly documented, 

particularly as ecological research on aboveground-belowground interactions 

has increased. Despite this hecatomb, the past few years have seen several 

criticisms of the field of invasion biology and management. Among other bones 

of contention, critics argue that the field is infected with xenophobia, damage 

caused by biological invasions is overblown, and even if effects of biological 

invasions are substantial, we can’t do much about the phenomenon in the 

face of globalization, so we shouldn’t waste our resources trying. These criticisms 

are misguided. Successful management projects (including eradications) are 

proliferating, with several evolving new approaches and ambitious goals. 

  



Time Activity Location 

 October 5th, 2018  

3:00-5:00 PM Workshop 
Whitten Learning Center Room 

190 

5:30-7:00 PM Welcome Reception Cox Science Building 

 October 6th, 2018  

7:00-8:00 AM Birding on Campus Cox Science Building 

8:00-9:00 AM 

Check-in and Breakfast 

Oral and Poster Presentation 

Set-up 

Cox Science Building 

9:00-10:15 AM Oral Session I 
Cox Science Building Rooms 

126 & 145 

10:15-10:30 AM Break Cox Science Building Lobby 

10:30-11:15 AM Oral Session II 
Cox Science Building Rooms 

126 & 145 

11:30 AM-12:30 PM 
Plenary Speaker: Dr. Daniel 

Simberloff 

Cox Science Building 

126 

12:30- 1:30 PM Lunch Cox Science Building 

1:30-2:30 PM Oral Session III 
Cox Science Building Rooms 

126 & 145 

2:30-2:45 PM Break Cox Science Building Lobby 

2:45-3:45 PM Oral Session IV 
Cox Science Building Rooms 

126 & 145 

3:45-4:00 PM Break Cox Science Building Lobby 

4:00-5:00 PM Oral Session V 
Cox Science Building Rooms 

126 & 145 

5:30-7:00 PM Poster Session 
Cox Science Building 

Lobby/Veranda 

7:00-9:30 PM Dinner and Evening Social 
Cox Science Building 

Lobby/Veranda 

8:00 PM 
Concluding Remarks and 

Awards 
Cox Science Room 126 

 October 7th, 2018  

8:00-8:30 AM 
Breakfast for Everglades Field 

Trip 
Cox Science Building Lobby 

8:30 AM Depart for Everglades Field Trip  

 

  



Biological Invasions and Modern Applications Workshop 

 

Invasive species and ecosystem services in a changing world 

Biological invasion by exotic species is a pervasive element of global 

environmental change that alters biodiversity and ecosystems worldwide, 

and ultimately the goods and services ecosystems provide to human 

society. Despite an enormous literature documenting impacts of invasive 

alien species, addressing explicit linkages between invasive species and 

ecosystem services has only recently become an explicit focus. In 

addition, how invasions interact with other drivers of environmental 

change such as climate, and their consequences for ecosystem services 

remain less well explored. In this workshop, Dr. Qiu will draw examples on 

several invasive species (e.g., Amynthas agrestis, Imperata cylindrica, and 

Pomacea maculata), and demonstrate the use of diverse approaches, 

including experiments, observations, large-scale synthesis in assessing 

impacts of invasions on ecosystem services. He will then discuss complex 

interactive effects of experimental drought and grass invasion on ecosystem functions and services. 

Finally, he will conclude with potential future research avenues on how interdisciplinary lens and 

approaches can help bridge invasion and ecosystem services, and ultimately human well-being 

across heterogeneous landscapes in a changing global context. Using an ‘ecosystem service’ 

framework has the potential to engage a more diverse audience and could be integrated into 

decision-making to manage invasive species and improve conservation of ecosystem services. 

 

 

 Invasive Wildlife and the Conservation of Biological Diversity in Florida: 

How do we move from behind the eight ball to ahead of the curve?  

Florida has more non-native reptiles and amphibians than anywhere else 

in the world with more than 180 introduced species and more than 60 that 

are established (i.e., breeding).  South Florida is particularly susceptible to 

non-native invasions because of its subtropical climate, island-like 

geography, major ports of entry for plants and animals into the United 

States, thriving trade in exotic pets, and occasional destructive hurricanes 

which increased risk of escapes.  Natural systems in Florida are under 

increasing threat of invasion by non-native wildlife species, including non-

native fish, amphibians, reptiles, and birds.  Burmese pythons and Cuban 

tree frogs are already established in some of the most remote State and 

Federal natural areas and Nile monitors, yellow anacondas, tegu lizards, and spectacled caiman 

have all been found on or near State and Federal lands.  Although fishes and reptiles have been of 

primary concern, amphibians (Cuban tree frogs), birds (sacred ibis, purple swamp hens) and macro-

invertebrates (island apple snails) all potentially threaten conservation of biological diversity.  

Methods to intercept, eradicate, or contain these invaders have not kept pace with the increasing 

risk.  Preventing introduction of invasive species is the first line of defense against invasions.  Early 

detection and rapid response (EDRR) efforts increase the likelihood that invasions will be successfully 

contained or eradicated while populations are still localized.  Once populations are widely 

established, options for management become limited and expensive, and are often ineffective.  

Populations of invasive species that are established and widespread will require long term 

management programs for control, containment, and protection of vulnerable resources such as 

listed species.  The earlier we become aware of and respond to presence of potentially invasive 

species, the less expensive and more likely it will be to achieve eradication. 



Biological Control of Old World Climbing Fern in Florida 

 Classical biological control is a management strategy for controlling 

invasive species by introducing natural enemies from the native range. 

With rigorous testing to ensure safety of introducing these agents, 

biocontrol can be a targeted, non-chemical alternative to traditional 

strategies for controlling invasive species. In this workshop, I will discuss the 

process of implementing biocontrol, from the initial collection of agents in 

the native range through quarantine testing and release. I will then discuss 

ongoing management, research, and challenges of using two biocontrol 

agents, the moth Neomusotima conspurcatalis and leaf-galling 

mite Floracarus perrepae, that were introduced to control Old World 

Climbing Fern (Lygodium microphyllum).  

Application of stable isotope analysis to 

ecological study of invasive species- Our workshop 

will include a lecture and a research presentation. Dr. 

Sternberg will lead a lecture that will include basic 

theory of stable isotope analysis and details about 

sampling, measurement, and data analysis and 

interpretation. Dr. Zhai will lead a research presentation 

to talk about a case study based on stable isotope 

analysis. Stable isotope analysis has been widely 

applied to ecological study, and the application can 

improve our understanding to driving processes of 

ecological patterns. For example, water use strategy of plant can be determined by 18O and 2H 

abundances of plant stem water, water stress and water use efficiency of plant can be determined 

by 13C abundance of plant leaves or other materials, food source and trophic level of animal can be 

determined by 13C and 15N abundance of animal materials. With the help of stable isotope analysis, 

these mechanism understanding would directly benefit research and management of invasive 

species. 

Applying ecological niche models to invasive species management  

Given the global increase in anthropogenic influence, invasive species are a 

growing threat to native ecosystems. To mitigate negative impacts of 

invasive species, conservation practitioners need to know where a species is 

likely to establish and spread in a non-native region, and ecological niche 

models (ENMs) are important tools in predicting biotic invasions. ENMs have 

revolutionized the fields of ecology, biogeography, and conservation biology 

by utilizing occurrence localities and associated environmental data to map 

a species’ niche in both geographic and environmental space. Maxent 

(maximum entropy) is one of the most widely used ENM algorithms due to its 

strong predictive abilities compared to other ENMs, especially in cases with 

low sample size and when predicting into novel climatic conditions such as 

those in non-native ranges. In this workshop I will be giving a brief introduction into ecological niche 

modeling with a focus on how it can be used to help manage invasive species, followed by a short 

tutorial on how to conduct niche modeling in Maxent. I will demonstrate how to use Wallace (the GUI 

for Maxent modeling), going through the data required to run the model and the different 

decisions/refinements you can make to best fit the model to your species of interest. 



 



SEEC History 
The Southeastern Ecology and Evolution Conference (SEEC) began at Georgia 

Tech in 2004 by Dr. Alan Wilson (now at Auburn University). His vision was to have a 

student-run conference for students. SEEC was modeled after other regional 

conferences: MEEC (Midwestern Ecology and Evolution Conference) and NEEC 

(Northeast Ecology and Evolution Conference). Later, PEEC, the Pacific Ecology 

and Evolution Conference, was also founded. 

 

The conference is held at a different school in the southeast each year and has 

included Georgia Tech (2004, 2010), the University of Georgia (2005, 2015), the 

University of Alabama (2006), the University of Central Florida (2007), Florida State 

University (2008, 2016), University of Florida (2009), Auburn University (2011), 

Clemson University (2012), University of Central Florida (2013), Georgia Southern 

University (2014), and Florida Gulf Coast University (2017). 

SEEC is only accomplished through the students who volunteer to organize the 

conference. This year’s SEEC is brought to you by University of Miami graduate 

student volunteers. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: SEEC only runs because we all make it run. Please consider 

hosting the conference at your school in the future. Contact 

seec.host@gmail.com with further questions. 

 

Special thanks to this year’s sponsors: 

University of Miami Biology Department 

University of Miami Biology Graduate Student Organization 

University of Miami Graduate School

mailto:seec.host@gmail.com


Schedule of Events Saturday, Oct. 6 

Room # Cox Science 126 Cox Science 145 

Session # 1 2 

Moderator Caitlin Mothes Alex Kula 

9:00 AM 

More  melanic  individuals  do  not  

make  ‘better  invaders’:  melanin,  

invasive  behaviors,  and  

reproductive  potential  across  pet-

trade  lines  of Xiphophorus  helleri-

maculatus 

 

Danny M. D'Amore  

 

 

Ohio University 

 

Microbial mats alter the biogeochemical 

properties of subtropical intertidal 

wetlands 

 

Bert Anderson 

 

University of South Florida 

9:15 AM 

Invasion of cavity nest webs: 

dominance of non-indigenous 

species in Southeast Florida 

 

Joshua Diamond 

 

Florida International University 

 

Density of macroalgae in the rocky 

intertidal varies with surfzone 

hydrodynamics 

 

Elena Conser 

 

University of Miami 

 

9:30 AM 

Non-native species dominate 

herpetofaunal community 

composition in both native and non-

native habitat patches in Miami-

Dade County 

 

Stephanie L. Clements  

 

University of Miami 

 

Global biogeography of marine algae 

 

Robert T. Etti 

 

Florida International University 

 

9:45 AM 

Population dynamics of seagrass 

communities in response to 

fragmentation rates in Biscayne Bay, 

Florida 

 

Clinton Stipek 

 

University of Miami 

 

Environmental-DNA Metabarcoding to 

assess the Gulf Coast’s Algal Biodiversity 

 

Sergey Bombin 

 

University of Alabama 

10:00 AM 

It’s all relative: population estimates 

enhance kin recognition for 

inbreeding avoidance and 

nepotism 

 

Mitchel Daniel 

 

Florida State University 

 

Species-specificity and Chemotaxonomic 

Application of Secondary metabolites in 

Tropical Marine Cyanobacteria  

 

Falguni Paul 

 

Florida International University 

10:15- 

10:30AM 

BREAK 

Cox Science Building Lobby 

 



Room # Cox Science 126 Cox Science 145 

Session # 3 4 

Moderator Caitlin Mothes Alex Kula 

10:30 AM 

Rapid, complete reproductive 

isolation in the Kolombangara 

White-eyes despite broad 

overlapping ranges 

 

Sarah Cowles 

 

University of Miami 

 

Nutrients and Predation Pressure Drive 

Differences in Size-Abundance 

Relationships in the Aquatic Community of 

the Carnivorous Plant, Sarracenia 

purpurea 

 

Alicia McGrew 

 

University of Florida 

 

10:45 AM 

Effect of the altitudinal gradient in 

the metrics variation of the 

conformation and the size of Aedes 

aegypti wings in an Andean region 

of Colombia. 

 

Luis Leyton-Ramos 

 

Universidad del Quindío 

 

Male-Male Competition in Poecilia picta 

 

Jennifer Fortunato 

 

University of Alabama 

11:00 AM 

Mobility patterns of cleaner shrimp 

Ancylomenes pedersoni among 

symbiotic host sea anemones 

 

Carly Winn 

 

Auburn University 

Evolution of Personal and Social Immunity 

in the Context of Parental Care 

 

Michelle Ziadie 

 

University of Georgia 

11:15 AM - 

11:30 AM 

BREAK 

Cox Science Building Lobby 

11:30 AM - 

12:30 PM 

Plenary Speaker: Dr. Daniel Simberloff 

Cox Science 126 

12:30 PM - 

1:30 PM 

LUNCH 

Cox Science Building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Room # Cox Science 126 Cox Science 145 

Session # 5 6 

Moderator Hunter Howell Steph Clements 

1:30 PM 

Freshwater inflows and juvenile pink 

shrimp: nearshore spatiotemporal 

density trends, habitat limitations, 

and potential habitat impacts of 

reduced salinity regimes from 10 

years of monitoring in Biscayne Bay, 

Florida 

 

Ian C. Zink 

 

University of Miami 

 

Impacts of consecutive bleaching events 

on transplanted coral colonies in the 

Florida keys 

 

Kylie Smith 

 

Clemson University 

1:45 PM 

Influence of Nearshore Biscayne 

Bay’s Salinity Regime on Gulf 

Pipefish (Syngnathus scovelli) 

Spatiotemporal Abundance and 

Distribution Trends 

 

Joshua S. Goldston 

 

University of Miami 

 

Shady Organisms: The Florida False 

Coral Ricordea florida depends on other 

reef organisms for shade 

 

Nicolas Parr  

 

Auburn University 

2:00 PM 

Spatial pattern of song sharing in 

Bachman's Sparrows 

 

Joseph M. Niederhauser,   

 

Florida Atlantic University 

Transcriptional and microbial 

characterization of Scleractinian coral cell 

populations separated by fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) 

 

Grace Snyder 

 

University of Miami 

 

2:15 PM 

Fish response to increased habitat 

from stream reconstruction, and 

exploring the use of aerial imagery 

in evaluating habitat usage. 

 

Patrick Vrablik  

 

Murray State University 

 

Signatures of disease resistance for the 

threatened Caribbean branching coral, 

Acropora palmata. 

 

Ben Young 

 

University of Miami 

2:30 PM - 

2:45 PM 

BREAK 

Cox Science Building Lobby 

  



Room # Cox Science 126 Cox Science 145 

Session # 7 8 

Moderator Hunter Howell Steph Clements 

2:45 PM 

Immediate pre- and post- hurricane 

impact on nearshore epifaunal 

communities and their habitat 

 

Nicole I. Besemer 

 

University of Miami 

Coupling dynamic energy budget (DEB) 

theory with a mesocosm experiment to 

predict and validate the effects of 

temperature on a host-parasite system 

 

Karena H. Nguyen,  

 

University of South Florida 

 

3:00 PM 

The influence of physical structure 

and substrate composition on coral 

reef fish communities before and 

after hurricane disturbance 

 

Kara Noonan 

 

Clemson University 

Order of infection highly impacts disease 

progression in frogs 

 

Chloe T. Ramsay 

 

University of South Florida 

3:15 PM 

Using agent based modeling to 

predict recolonization patterns 

following disturbances 

 

John Gatto 

 

Florida International University 

Brain plasticity, sex and parasitism in the 

paper wasp, Polistes dominula 

 

Kristine Gandia,  

 

 

University of Miami 

3:30 PM 

Habitat partitioning and signal 

adaptation among non-native bark 

anoles in South Florida 

 

Winter Beckles 

 

University of Miami 

Behavioral fever reduces ranaviral 

infections in toads 

 

Erin Sauer 

 

University of South Florida 

3:45 PM - 

4:00 PM 

BREAK 

Cox Science Building Lobby 

 

  



Room # Cox Science 126 Cox Science 145 

Session # 9 10 

Moderator Hunter Howell Steph Clements 

4:00 PM 

Ecosystem production drives trophic 

niche volume 

 

Justin Lesser 

 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

 

Consequences of non-native prey 

consumption by Wood Storks to 

population- and ecosystem-level 

recovery 

 

Kate Shlepr 

 

Florida Atlantic University 

4:15 PM 

Understanding the elements of 

metacommunity structure in stream 

fish communities of the Eastern 

United States 

 

Lauren Stoczynski 

 

Clemson University 

 

The effects of allelopathy and drought on 

intraspecific and interspecific interactions 

in Brassica rapa competitions 

 

Hansol Lee 

 

Fordham University 

 

4:30 PM 

Show me the money: 

macroinvertebrates as bioindicators 

of restored ecosystem services 

provided by the Wetland reserve 

program in western Kentucky 

 

Christy Soldo,  

 

 

Murray State University 

 

 

Differential immune gene expression of 

Pocillopora damicornis corals in response 

to antibiotics treatments, heat stress, and 

lipopolysaccharide 

 

Michael T. Connelly,  

 

University of Miami 

 

4:45 PM - 

5:30 PM 

BREAK 

Cox Science Building Lobby 

5:30 PM - 

7:00 PM 

POSTER SESSION 

Cox Science Building Lobby/Veranda 

7:00 PM - 

9:30 PM 
Dinner and Evening Social 

8:00 PM Concluding Remarks and Awards 

 



Poster Session 
Cox Science Building Lobby/Veranda - 5:30-7:00 PM 

Number Presenter University Title 

1 Bryan Delius 
University of South 

Florida 

The effect of herbicide applications on vegetative community 

structure in a Willow-dominated Shrub Swamp 

2 Emily Powell University of Miami 

The role of variable visual and olfactory mate-recognition signals in 

reproductive isolation among populations of the Reef Gecko 

(Sphaerodactylus notatus) 

3 Robert Hulsey Clemson University 
A tail of two territories: sex differences in the territories of Stoplight 

Parrotfish, Sparisoma viride 

4 Matthew Paek Auburn University 

Preserving pollinator habitat is critical for successful reintroduction of 

rare southeastern pinkroot  

(genus Spigella) 

5 
Dr. Jeremy 

Cohen 

University of South 

Florida 

The thermal mismatch hypothesis explains host susceptibility to the 

amphibian chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis 

6 
Celeste R. 

Banfill 
University of Miami 

Immunolocalization of Amino Acid Transporter ACYPI0008971 in Pea 

Aphid Embryos 

7 Andrew Reeve University of Miami Phylogenetic Analysis of Roystonea (Arecaceae) 

8 
Nikolaos T. 

Polizos 
University of Miami 

Using temperature and light to facilitate associative learning and 

memory retention in Drosophila larvae 

9 

 
Olga Tserej University of Miami Leaf thermal tolerance in tropical tree species 

10 
Andre A. 

Naranjo 
University Of Florida Dicerandra: Understanding Ancestral Niches of a Narrow Endemic. 

11 
Diego 

Ocampo 
University of Miami Adaptations for relative larger brains in hummingbird skulls 

12 Hunter Howel University of Miami A global review of the impact of livestock grazing on amphibians 

13 
Kasey N. 

Kiesewetter 
University of Miami 

The impacts of habitat fragmentation on phyllosphere microbiomes 

and herbivory in South Florida’s imperiled Pine Rocklands 

14 
Damian 

Hernandez 
University of Miami 

Protein-protein interactions underlying an ancient plant-fungal 

symbiosis 

15 Brin Shayhorn 
University of South 

Florida 

Ranavirus Exposure in Tadpoles Slows Development in Hosts that have 

Reduced Access to Resources 

16 
Jordan M. 

Reid 
University of Miami 

Interspecific and Intraspecific Competition Contribute to a Dynamic 

Relationship with Disturbance Events in Age-Structured Populations 

17 Alexis Masnjak 
University of South 

Florida 

A comparative study of maternal care by virgins, females and males, 

in the fire ant, Solenopsis invicta 

18 Caitlin Mothes University of Miami 
Historic and future impacts of urbanization and climate change on 

suitable habitat for the imperiled Wood Turtle, Glyptemys insculpta 



19 
Anthony 

Bonacolta 
University of Miami 

Assessment of land-based contamination in corals in the Florida Keys 

using next-generation-sequencing and microbial source tracking 

20 
Brianna 

Almeida 
University of Miami Soil Microbial Effects on Germination of Two Tree Island Species 

21 Gavin Shotts Auburn University 
Floral patterning determines pollinator diversity to southeastern 

pinkroot (genus Spigelia) 

22 Sunghun Jeon Auburn University 
Potential new species expands southeastern US diversity for 

cockroach genus Parcoblatta 

23 
Reanna 

Jeanes 
Clemson University 

Responses to transplanted and natural coral colonies to thermal stress 

events 

24 Yingdan Yuan 
Nanjing Forest 

University 

Polysaccharide biosyntehtic pathway and putative gene mining of 

Dendrobium moniliforme using RNA-seq 

25 
Stephanie G. 

Diaz 
University of Miami 

Validation of a spatially explicit individual-based model for simulating 

savanna elephant (Loxodonta africana) space use 

26 
Dishane 

Hewavithana 
University of Miami Roadkill hotspots to inform future infrastructure development 

27 Venus Garcia 
Florida International 

University 
Monitoring native butterfly population trends in the Richmond tract 

28 Jessica Dell 
Florida Atlantic 

University 

The Effects of Willow Encroachment on Peat Accumulation in an 

Herbaceous Peatland Following Drainage and Fire 

29 
Sathvik 

Palakurty 
University of Miami 

Biological market analysis approach to variation in mutualist trade 

strategy 

30 
Samuel 

Spencer 

University of South 

Florida, 

How does unusual weather impact disease outbreaks across host-

parasite systems? 

31 Ed James University of Miami Annotation and differential expression of the mTOR pathway in aphids 

32 
Cristal 

Espinosa 

Florida International 

University 

Understanding the life history of an imperiled species: the Florida 

Duskywing (E. Brunnea) 

33 
Bennett 

Paradis 
Auburn University 

Multiple environmental stressors on the stony coral Acropora 

cervicornis: effects on photosynthetic and respiration rates 

34 
Marya 

Zdechlik 
University of Miami 

Simulation of post-hurricane impact on invasive species with multiple 

control managements 

35 

Thomas 

William 

Fieldsend 

Florida International 

University 

Climate-change induced range shifts in British Odonates: implications 

for interspecific hybridization 

36 Laura Koffinas 
Florida State 

University 

Can habituation explain preference for mates with novel phenotypes 

in the guppy (Poecilia reticulata) 

37 Alex Kula University of Miami Evolutionary Rescue in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 



Abstracts - Oral Presentations 
* = Presenting Author 

 

Session 1 - Cox 126 - 9:00-10:15 AM 

Danny  M.  D’Amore*  &  Molly  R.  Morris - Ohio University - “More  melanic  individuals  do  not  make  ‘better  invaders’:  

melanin,  invasive  behaviors,  and  reproductive  potential  across  pet-trade  lines  of  Xiphophorus  helleri-maculatus” 

About  one  third  of  the  world’s  worst  aquatic  invaders  had  origins  in  the  aquarium  trade.    While  it  is  unlikely  at  all  

transport  and  release  of  aquarium  species  can  be  avoided,  we  investigated  the  hypothesis  that  certain  

morphological  characteristics,  such  as  color,  may  indicate  more  invasive  individuals  could  be  deemed  more  risky.    

We  analyzed  three  lines  of  a  popular  aquarium  pet,  the  green  swordtail  (Xiphophorus  helleri-maculatus  hybrids),  to  

determine  if  line  or  proportion  of  melanin  was  correlated  with  aggression,  boldness,  exploration,  or  female  

fecundity.    We  also  considered  if  male  body  size  was  correlated  with  these  three  behaviors.    The  results  suggest  

that  the  most  melanic  line  of  fish  were  bolder  and  more  explorative,  and  that  proportion  of  melanin  was  positively  

correlated  with  aggression,  boldness,  and  exploration.    Male  size,  which  is  genetically  influenced  was  correlated  

with  exploration  but  not  aggression  or  boldness.  Female  fecundity  was  negatively  correlated  with  proportion  of  

melanin.    Our  results  suggest  that  while  the  most  melanic  fish  exhibit  more  ‘invasive’  behaviors,  the  lowered  

fecundity  likely  prevents  them  from  being  more  invasive  than  the  other  morphs  investigated.  In  addition,  removing  

large  males  from  the  pet  trade  could  potentially  influence  the  extent  to  which  populations  spread  from  their  initial  

site  of  release. 

 

Joshua  M.  Diamond - Florida International University - “Invasion  of  cavity  nest  webs:  dominance  of  nonindigenous  

species  in  Southeast  Florida” 

Cavity-nesting  birds  can  be  arranged  into  cavity  nest  webs,  hierarchical  networks  between  the  primary  excavators,  

weak  excavators,  and  secondary  users.    The  primary  excavators  in  North  America  are  all  woodpeckers,  while  

several  other  species  are  capable  of  modifying  cavities.    In  Southeast  Florida,  cavity  nest  webs  have  

fundamentally  changed  at  all  levels.    The  trees  woodpeckers  use  for  nest  excavation  have  shifted  from  pine  trees  

to  palms.    One  woodpecker  species,  the  Red-bellied  Woodpecker,  has  emerged  as  a  near-exclusive  excavator  in  

many  environments.    Only  one  native  secondary  cavity-nester  maintains  a  large  breeding  presence.    Several  

native  cavity-nesting  birds  have  been  extirpated  or  completely  lost  to  extinction.    Exotic  cavity  users  have  been  

established,  including  the  European  Starling  common  to  most  of  North  America.    Nonindigenous  species  also  

include  less-widespread  birds:  parrot  and  parakeet  species  are  breeding,  as  well  as  two  species  of  Mynas.    In  

competition  with  native  birds,  the  exotic  birds  appear  dominant,  usually  emerging  victorious  in  competition  for  

cavities.    The  Red-bellied  Woodpecker  excavates  many  cavities  in  developed  landscapes,  where  exotic  species  

are  most  prevalent,  creating  a  situation  where  nonindigenous  species  are  favored  and  likely  to  spread.      

 

Stephanie L. Clements*, Shantel V. Catania, Christopher A. Searcy - University of Miami - “Non-native species dominate 

herpetofaunal community composition in both native and non-native habitat patches in Miami-Dade County” 

South Florida has become the global hotspot for the introduction of non-native reptile and amphibian species. Many non-

native species that arrive in Florida establish populations, while many native species are now seldom seen. Native species 

may be adapted to the specific habitats of South Florida such as the Pine Rocklands, which have been reduced to 2% of 

their original extent. We conducted surveys for reptiles and amphibians in 15 pairs of native/non-native parks to determine 

whether native herpetofauna persist where native habitat is preserved. Less than 10% of the individuals recorded were 

native, and we found no difference in the relative abundance or richness of native species between native and non-native 

parks. Community analyses indicate that 9% of the total variance in herpetofaunal community composition is between 

native and non-native parks, and that even this difference is driven by non-native species, with brahminy blind snake 

(Ramphotyphlops braminus), the most widely introduced snake species in the world, being the best indicator of native 

patches, and two invasive lizards from the Caribbean (Anolis sagrei and A. equestris) being the best indicator of non-native 

habitat. These results demonstrate that non-native reptiles and amphibians dominate both non-native and native habitat 

patches in Miami-Dade County. 

 

Clinton  Stipek - University of Miami - “Population  Dynamics  of  Seagrass  Communities  in  Response  to  Fragmentation  

Rates  in  Biscayne  Bay,  Florida” 

In  Biscayne  Bay,  Florida,  human  development  has  reshaped  the  dynamics  of  the  ecosystem.  The  submerged  

aquatic  vegetation  (SAV)  communities  have  been  subjected  to  these  changes,  yet  little  is  known  on  how  this  has  

affected  their  extinction  rates.  Using  habitat  mapping  based  on  aerial  photography  from  1938-2009,  distinct  time  

stamps  were  analyzed  which  allowed  for  a  long-term  study.  The  fragmentation  rates  of  individual  patches  and  

their  relation  to  extinction  were  analyzed  within  a  500-m  radius  to  better  understand  their  responses  to  stressors.  Six  

sites  were  analyzed  based  on  their  proximity  to  freshwater  influences  as  three  sites  were  adjacent  to  freshwater  

influx  and  three  sites  were  not.  A  leslie  matrix  model  was  applied  to  track  the  population  dynamics  and  the  

changes  associated  were  compared  between  sites  and  time  stamps.  Major  stressors  were  also  examined  as  to  

define  a  good  versus  bad  period  of  growth  to  gain  precise  representations  of  the  resiliency  and  growth  of  the  



SAV  sites.  This  study  examines  how  human  modification  on  the  ecosystem  in  Biscayne  Bay,  Florida  have  changed  

the  population  dynamics  of  SAV  communities.    

 

Mitchel Daniel – Florida State University – “It’s all relative: population estimates enhance kin recognition for inbreeding 

avoidance and nepotism” 

Kin recognition systems can play a major role in social evolution. Many organisms recognize kin based on phenotypic 

similarity–a process known as phenotype matching. Traditionally, this is thought to involve the evaluator comparing the 

phenotype of a given conspecific against an internal, kin template that reflects the evaluator’s own phenotype, or the 

phenotypes of its putative kin (e.g. mother, broodmates). However, recent theory demonstrates that to assess phenotypic 

similarity (and hence, relatedness), an evaluator additionally requires an estimate of the population’s distribution of 

phenotypes as a “frame of reference”. Here, we use the Trinidadian guppy (Poecilia reticulata) to provide the first empirical 

test of this idea. In this species, kin recognition is used by females to avoid inbreeding, and by males to engage in nepotism 

during intrasexual competition. We manipulated the phenotypic distributions of the social groups in which focal males and 

females developed, and found that their patterns of kin discrimination changed as predicted. Individuals reared with 

conspecifics that were more phenotypically similar to themselves treated novel conspecifics as less closely related, 

suggesting a shifted population estimate. Those reared with more phenotypically variable conspecifics exhibited more 

subtle kin discrimination, suggesting a wider “frame of reference”. Our results provide experimentally confirm that, in the 

contexts of both inbreeding avoidance and nepotism, population estimates inform kin recognition, and that these 

estimates are acquired plastically through social experience. By calibrating phenotype matching systems to the phenotypic 

distributions of the evaluator’s social group, population estimation should enhance kin recognition, thereby increasing 

opportunities for social evolution.  

 

 

Session 2 - Cox 145 - 9:00-10:00 AM 

Bert Anderson - University of South Florida - “Microbial  mats  alter  the  biogeochemical  properties  of  subtropical  intertidal  

wetlands” 

Throughout  the  history  of  Earth,  microbial  mats  have  had  a  substantial  impact  on  the  biogeochemistry  of  many 

ecosystems  and  modern  microbial  mats  may  have  the  potential  to  play  important  biogeochemical  roles  in  the  

diverse  habitats  in  which  they  are  found.  Microbial  mats  are  flat  laminated  assemblages  of  microbes  within  a  

common  extracellular  lattice.  The  microbes  that  constitute  microbial  mats  are  diverse  in  their  phylogeny  and  in  

their  metabolic  function.  The  wide  variety  of  metabolic  processes  that  are  carried  out  by  the  constituents  of  

microbial  mats  gives  the  potential  for  the  biogeochemical  impacts  of  microbial  mats  to  be  highly  variable.  

Subtropical  intertidal  wetlands  are  hotspots  of  biogeochemical  activity  and  an  ecosystem  that  can  host  modern  

microbial  mats.  We measured  a  suite  of  soil  attributes  in  a  paired  plot  design  in  the  intertidal  wetlands  of  the  gulf  

coast  of  Florida.  Notable  findings  of  this  study  were  that  microbial  mats  were  significantly  altered  the  quantity  and  

bioavailability  of  soil  carbon,  but  did  not  function  as  an  engine  of  biogenic  lithification  as  in  other  microbial  mat  

systems.  We  also  found  microbial  mats  to  have  significant  impacts  on  the  quantity  and  character  of  soil  nitrogen,  

soil  temperature,  and  soil  pH. 

Elena  Conser - University of Miami - “Density  of  macroalgae  in  the  rocky  intertidal varies  with  surfzone  

hydrodynamics” 

The  processes  controlling  the  ecological  makeup  of  the intertidal  are  little  understood. Studies  have  supported  a  

relationship  between  surfzone  hydrodynamics  and  the  flow  of  planktonic  subsidies  into  the  intertidal, influencing the  

adult  community  structure.  Differing  surf  zone  morphologies  cause  variation  in  the  hydrodynamics,  with  a  higher  

rate  of  water  exchange  between  the  surfzone  and  the  coastal  ocean  in  dissipative  (surfzone  width>50m)  surfzones  

than reflective  (<50m)  surfzones.  These  differences  in  rates  of  water  exchange may  influence  the  settlement  of  

macroalgal  propagules.  As  well,  dissipative  sites  have  high  benthic  invertebrate  density  and  may offer competitive  

stress  for propagules.  I  tested  the  hypothesis  that  as  surfzone  width  increases,  the  algal  density  on  the  shores  

decreases.  I  used  spectral  imagery to  calculate  the  normalized  difference  vegetation  index(NDVI)for  eight  sites  

along  the  Oregon  coast,  measuring  the  surfzone  width  with  Google  Earth,  and collected quadrats  of  algae  in  the  

intertidal  from  the  infrared  coordinate  locations.  The  correlation  between surfzone  width  and algal  density,  as  NDVI  

or  grams  per  square  meter,  was  logarithmic  and  significant(NDVI:  R2=0.95,  p<0.00003;  g/m2:  R2=0.85,  p<0.0012. 

Although  the  exact  mechanism  is  not  determined,  the  relationship  between  surfzone  hydrodynamics  and  algal  

density  on  rocky  shores  is  supported. 

Robert Thomas Etti - Florida International University - “Global  biogeography  of  marine  algae” 

Global  distribution  records  of  marine  algae  were  compiled  into  a  digital  database  of  131,400  records,  with  52,680  

unique  species-locality  records  (155  unique  locations)  occurring  after  geographic  and  taxonomic  filters.  The  

Tripartite  Similarity  Index  was  used  to  measure  similarity  between  localities,  with  minimum  distances  between  all  

pairwise  combinations  calculated  using  Dijkstra's  algorithm  for  shortest-path  problems  along  a  modeled  connectivity  



network.  Analyses  suggest  relatively  few  algal  genera  invaded  the  tropics  from  cooler  waters  and  rapidly  

speciated,  with  more  species  per  genus  on  average  in  the  tropics  compared  to  cooler  regions.  Analyses  of  

variance/covariance  were  used  to  ascertain  differences  between  records  regressed  along  temperature,  

geographic,  and  taxonomic  gradients,  revealing  that  the  three  main  oceanic  basins  (Atlantic,  Pacific,  Indian)  have  

different  biogeographies  and  should  be  analyzed  individually.  Previous  attempts  to  include  certain  algal  groups  in  

large-scale  biogeographic  analyses  have  failed  due  to  uncertain  identifications  with  traditional  taxonomic  

techniques  (e.g.,  Cyanophyceae  and  Dictyotales).  Work  is  proposed  to  include  modern  genetic  techniques  to  

incorporate  Cyanophyceae  and  Dictyotales  in  genographic  analyses  in  the  northern  tropical  and  subtropical  

Atlantic  Ocean  to  show  pathways  of  connectivity  between  the  Eastern  and  Western  Atlantic,  particularly  within  the  

Caribbean.  Results  can  inform  Marine  Protected  Area  design  and  coral  and  reef  fish  biodiversity. 

Sergei Bombin - University of Alabama - “Environmental-DNA    Metabarcoding  to  assess  the  Gulf  Coast’s  Algal  

Biodiversity” 

The  sixth  wave  of  plant  and  animal  extinction  is  ongoing  and  it  makes  extremely  important  to  find  a  faster  and  

accurate  way  for  a  comprehensive  evaluation  of  biodiversity.  The  traditional  approach  of  biodiversity  estimation  

relies  on  time  consuming  morphological  identification  of  taxonomic  groups.  The  recent  progress  of  molecular  

techniques  made  possible  to  develop  a  new  approach  for  faster  and  more  accurate  identification  of  species  

richness.    One  of  such  methods  is  DNA  barcoding,  which  set  the  taxonomic  affiliation  of  the  unknown  sample  

through  sequencing  and  identification  of  a  short  DNA  marker.  A  universal  barcode  for  algae  has  not  been  found  

yet.  A  universal  DNA  marker  will  enable  to  resolve  the  whole  community  composition  through  a  single  molecular  

procedure.  So,  it  will  allow  assaying  the  whole  algal  community  structure  much  faster  and  cheaper  than  traditional  

methods.  This  metabarcoding  project  has  not  yet  been  implemented  for  the  seaweed  community  and  thus  our  

research  will  be  the  first  to  assess  the  efficiency  of  these  markers  on  a  coastal  community.  Our  study  is  targeting  

the  intertidal  seaweed  community  at  the  Alabama  Coast.  This  type  of  seaweeds  environmental  metabarcoding  in  

The  Golf  Coast  has  not  been  studied  yet  and  thus  this  research  will  be  the  first  for  the  Gulf  of  Mexico.  The  

research  is  in  progress  now  and  the  obtained  results  will  be  presented  at  SEEC  2018.   

Falguni Paul *, Ana Tronholm and Niclas Engene – Florida International University – “Species-specificity and 

Chemotaxonomic Application of Secondary Metabolites in Tropical Marine Cyanobacteria” 

Tropical marine cyanobacteria produce an array of biologically active secondary metabolites. Despite of, the taxonomic 

classification of cyanobacteria is not yet resolved and it is constantly under revision. Modern taxonomic approach 

composed of morphological and phylogenetic analysis. However, there are limitations in terms of the morphological 

approach. The current study focused on whether the secondary metabolites produced by cyanobacteria is species 

specific and whether these chemicals can be used to foster the taxonomic relationship between the phylogenetically 

distinct various marine cyanobacterial species. We also aimed to develop a rapid chemotaxonomic tool for the 

identification of cyanobacteria on the basis of its major secondary metabolites. We are hypothesizing that each species 

would always produce the major chemotype irrespective of the geographical locations and these will be the major 

chemical markers of those species. To examine this, we compared the secondary metabolite compositions and 16S rRNA 

sequences among several collections of cyanobacteria from South Florida, the Caribbean, and Hawaii region. The 

chemical profiling was performed by using ESI-LC-MS to screen for secondary metabolites. MALDI-TOF was used for rapid 

identification of the metabolites. We found out that the several collections of cyanobacterial species always produce the 

major chemotype irrespective of geographical locations. We also showed that the MALDI-TOF can contribute to rapid and 

accurate identification of the core chemotype and hence more accurate taxonomies. 

 

Session 3 - Cox 126 - 10:30-11:15 AM 
 

Sarah  A.  Cowles*  and  J.  Albert  C.  Uy-University of Miami- “Rapid, complete reproductive isolation in the Kolombangara 

White-eyes despite broad overlapping ranges” 

Examining  what  happens  when  two  closely-related  species  come  into  secondary  contact  provides  unique  insights  

into  the  final  stages  of  the  speciation  process.  The  Zosterops  genus  of  birds  is  one  of  the  most  rapidly  speciating  

vertebrate  lineages.  However,  members  of  this  speciose  genus  are  highly  vagile  and  are  geographically  

widespread,  raising  the  question  of  how  divergence  can  occur  if  populations  can  easily  come  into  contact.  On  

the  small,  mountainous  island  of  Kolombangara  within  the  Solomon  Islands,  two  closely-related  non-sister  species  of  

White-eyes,  Z.  kulambangrae  and  Z.  murphyi,  are  distributed  along  an  elevational  gradient,  with  one species  

endemic  to  high  altitude  while  the  other  is  found  in  lower  elevations.  At  mid-elevation,  the  two  species  come  into  

secondary  contact.  Over  the  summers  of  2016-2017,  we  captured  134  individuals  of  both  species  along  two  

transects  on  different  slopes  of  Kolombangara  Island.  Using  genotyping-by-sequencing  SNP  data  and  a  

mitochondrial  marker,  we  found  no  evidence  of  past  hybridization  events  and  strong  persistence  of  species  



boundaries,  even  though  the  species  have  only  been  in  divergence  for  two  million  years.  We  explore  potential  

reproductive  barriers  that  allow  the  two  species  to  coexist  in  sympatry,  including  premating  isolation  based  on  

divergence  in  plumage  color  and  song. 

Luis  Leyton-Ramos*,  Oscar  Alexander  Aguirre-Obando,  Víctor  Hugo  García-Merchán- Universidad  del  Quindío- “Effect  

of  the  altitudinal  gradient  in  the  metrics  variation  of  the  conformation  and  the  size  of  Aedes  aegypti  wings  in  an  

Andean  region  of  Colombia” 

In  Colombia,  Aedes  aegypti  is  a  vector  of  dengue  fever,  chikungunya  and  Zika.  In  mosquitoes,  size  is  a  trai t  

related  to  fecundity,  dispersion  as  well  as  vector  capacity  and  may  vary  with  altitude.  Likewise,  the  wing  shape  is  

a  conspicuous  phenotype  determined  by  the  genotype  and  the  environment.  Here,  the  size  and  wing  shape  of  

males  and  females  of  A.  aegypti  were  studied  in  dry  and  rainy  seasons,  and  in  an  altitudinal  gradient  of  four  

municipalities,  Tebaida  (1,200  m),  Armenia  (1,400  m),  Calarcá  (1,500  m),  Filandia  (1,900  m).  The  MANOVA  for  the  

wing  shape  of  males  and  females  indicated  significant  differences  between  the  altitudinal  gradient  (males  and  

females  P<0.0001),  the  season  (males  P=0.0248  and  females  P=0.0047),  the  size  (males  P=  0.0248  and  females  P=  

0.0047),  as  well  as  in  the  gradient-season  interactions  (males  P=  0.0489  and  females  P=  0.0001),  and  site-size  (males  

P=0.0290).  The  wing  shape  in  the  rainy  season  for  Armenia,  and  the  dry  season  for  Calarcá  and  Tebaida,  was  

different  for  both  sexes.  On  the  other  hand,  the  wings  were  larger  at  higher  altitudes.  In  conclusion,  for  both  sexes  

the  gradient  and  season  cause  variation  in  the  wing  shape,  however,  size  is  influenced  by  altitude. 

C.E.Winn*  and  N.E.  Chadwick   - Auburn  University - “Mobility  patterns  of  cleaner  shrimp  Ancylomenes  pedersoni  

among  symbiotic  host  sea  anemones” 

Mobility  patterns  have  major  effects  on  animal  dispersal,  social  group  formation,  and  reproduction.  For  animals  

that  associate  with  symbiotic  hosts,  mobility  impacts  the  stability  and  dynamics  of  the  symbiosis.  Caribbean  cleaner  

shrimp  Ancylomenes  pedersoni  form  obligate  associations  with  sea  anemones.  Their  mobility  rates  among  hosts  thus  

affect  the  stability  and  distribution  of  cleaning  stations  for  fishes,  but  little  is  known  about  the  factors  causing  these  

shrimp  to  move  among  hosts.  We  examine  effects  of  three  factors  on  cleaner  shrimp  mobility  among  anemones:  

host  distance,  body  size,  and  species.  Laboratory  experiments  were  designed  to  determine  the  maximum  distance  

shrimp  will  travel  to  new  hosts.  We  hypothesized  that  shrimp  will  travel  more  frequently  to  hosts  that  are  relatively  

large,  nearby,  and  belong  to  preferred  species.  Preliminary  evidence  indicates  that  shrimp  are  highly  mobile  and  

readily  switch  hosts  within  close  proximity  (up  to  1  m).  Field  evidence  suggests  that  the  number  of  shrimp  per  host  

decreases  with  distance  to  nearest  neighboring  host,  suggesting  that  shrimp  may  rarely  arrive  to  isolated  hosts.  

Ecological  implications  are  that  cleaning  stations  may  be  highly  clustered  on  reefs  and  change  in  location  

frequently,  requiring  that  fishes  often  search  for  and  locate  new  stations  for  removal  of  ectoparasites.      

 

Session 4 - Cox 145 - 10:15-11:15 AM 

Alicia  McGrew - University  of  Florida - “Nutrients  and  Predation  Pressure  Drive  Differences  in  Size-Abundance  

Relationships  in  the  Aquatic  Community  of  the  Carnivorous  Plant,  Sarracenia  purpurea” 

Changes in the abundance of small or large organisms can reflect important environmental and ecological processes, like 

nutrient enrichment or over-exploitation. Size spectra are individual body size-abundance relationships and are used to 

investigate the role of bottom-up and top-down processes in structuring aquatic communities. Using the model aquatic 

community found in the leaves of the carnivorous plant, Sarracenia purpurea, I conducted greenhouse experiments to 

explore how changes to nutrient content and predation pressure influence size spectra. I characterized the S. 

purpurea pitcher community size distributions using FlowCam technology and assessed the role of bottom-up and top-

down factors using a linear mixed model. Both nutrient content and predation pressure have important isolated and 

interactive effects on overall community production and the distribution of body sizes. High nutrient content increases basal 

productivity even in the presence of predation, while lower abundances of large but not small organisms result from direct 

predation pressure (i.e., trophic cascade). I am currently applying a new maximum likelihood estimation technique to these 

data that enhances spectral parameter estimates. The combined effects of both bottom-up and top-down processes are 

important determinants of the overall S. purpurea community size structure and productivity.  

 

Jennifer  Fortunato - University of Alabama - “Male-Male  Competition  in  Poecilia  Picta”. 

How  is  variation  maintained  in  ecologically  important  traits  when  selection  is  expected  to  reduce  this  variation?  

The  Trinidad  guppy,  Poecilia  reticulata,  are  known  for  their  extreme  levels  of  male  polymorphism.  Recently,  the  

hypothesis  of  female  preference  for  novel  male  color  patterns  has  received  attention  to  explain  the  maintenance  

of  male  color  pattern  variation  in  P.  reticulata.  Male  P.  picta,  a  close  relative  of  the  guppy,exhibit  a  simple  

polymorphism;  Trinidadian  populations  are  monomorphic  and  Guyanese  are  dimorphic  having  either  a  ͞gold͟  or  ͞red͟  

color  pattern.  Although  preliminary  studies  failed  to  find  female  preference  for  novel  color  patterns  in  P.  picta,  



there  was  a  significant  preference  for  gold  males.  This  begs  the  question  –  how  does  the  red  pattern  persist?    We  

tested  the  hypotheses  that  (1)  there  is  variation  in  aggressive  behavior  among  male  P.  picta  and  (2)  the  color  

morphs  show  differences  in  aggressive  behavior.  We  predict  high  variation  in  aggressive  behavior  among  

individuals  and  greater  aggression  in  the  red  morph.  The  persistence  of  red  males  may  be  due  to  increased  

aggression  and  red  males  outcompeting  their  gold  counterparts,  withstanding  female  preference  for  gold  males.    

Future  work  will  include  analysis  of  male  reproductive  success  to  determine  if  agonistic  behavior  affects  fitness.   

 
Michelle  A.  Ziadie*,  Felicia  Ebot-Ojong,  Elizabeth  C.  McKinney,  and  Allen  J.  Moore - University of Georgia - “Evolution  

of  Personal  and  Social  Immunity  in  the  Context  of  Parental  Care” 

Social  immunity  moderates  the  spread  of  pathogens  in  social  groups  and  is  especially  likely  in  groups  structured  by  

genetic  relatedness.  Unknown  is  the  extent  that  specific  immune  pathways  are  utilized.  Here  we  investigate  the  

expression  and  social  role  of  three  functionally  separate  immune  genes  (pgrp-sc2,thaumatin,  and  defensin)  during  

parental  care  in  the  beetle  Nicrophorus  vespilloides.  These  genes reside  in  different  immune  pathways,  allowing  us  

to  test  if  specific  components  of  the  immune  system  are  targeted  for  social  immunity.  To  test  for  the  evolution  of  

specificity  we  manipulated  the  influence  of  social  context  and  timing  on  gene  expression  and  quantified  the  

covariance  of  maternal  immune  gene  expression  and  offspring  fitness.  Larvae  reduced  expression  of  all  three  

genes  in  the  presence  of  parents.  Parental  pgrp-sc2  and  thaumatin  increased  during  direct  parenting,  while  

defensin  was  upregulated  before  larvae  were  present.  Parental  expression  of  pgrp-sc2  and  thaumatin responded  

similarly  to  experimental  manipulation  of  timing  and  presence  of  larvae,  which  differed  from  the  response  of  

defensin  We  found  a  positive  covariance  between  maternal  expression  and  offspring  fitness  for  pgrp-sc2  and  

thaumatin,  but  not  defensin.    We  suggest  that  social  immunity  can  involve  specific  genes  and  pathways,  which  

reflects  evolution  as  an  interacting  phenotype  during  parenting. 

 

 

Session 5 - Cox 126 - 1:30-2:30 PM 
Ian C.  Zink*, Joan A.  Browder, Diego  Lirman,  Joseph  E.  Serafy - University of Miami - “Freshwater  inflows  and  juvenile  

pink  shrimp:  nearshore  spatiotemporal  density  trends,  habitat  limitations,  and  potential  habitat  impacts  of  reduced  

salinity  regimes  from  10  years  of  monitoring  in  Biscayne  Bay,  Florida” 

The  pink  shrimp  (Farfantepeneaus  duorarum)  is  one  ecological  indicator  selected  to  monitor  implementation  of  the  

Comprehensive  Everglades  Restoration  Plan  (CERP).    Pink  shrimp  abundance  has  been  monitored  biannually  (͚dry ͛  

and  ͚wet͛  seasons)  since  2005  along  Biscayne  Bay͛s  southwestern  shoreline  using  a  1  m2  throw-trap.    Each  site  

sampling  event  included  observation  of  water  quality  (temperature  [°C],  salinity  [ppt])  and  site  characteristics  

(water  depth  [m],  sediment  depth  [m],  and  submerged  aquatic  vegetation  [SAV]  total  canopy  height  [cm]  and  

both  total  and  species-specific  percent  cover).    Cluster  analysis  identified  significant  groupings  of  sites  and  

year/seasons  that  exhibited  spatially  and  temporally  similar  shrimp  density  patterns.    Spatial  patterns  revealed  a  

stretch  of  coastline  influenced  by  canal  discharges  exhibited  moderate  or  low  pink  shrimp  densities.    Quantile  

regression  found  pink  shrimp  density  (shrimp  m-2)  was  limited  by  temperatures  below  19  °C  and  above  33°C,  

salinities  below  8  ppt,  depths  below  0.3  m  and  above  1.1  m,  and  SAV  cover  below  25%.    Quantile  regression  was  

also  extended  to  consider  salinity  regimes  prior  to  pink  shrimp  nearshore  settlement.    This  relationship  was  used  to  

quantify  change  in  nearshore  habitat  suitability  under  a  modelled  scenario  of  doubled  canal  discharges.    These  

results  are  discussed  relative  to  CERP  and  southern  Biscayne  Bay  salinity  restoration.  

 

Joshua  S.  Goldston*,  Ian  C.  Zink,  Joan  A.  Browder,  Diego  Lirman - University of Miami - “Influence  of  Nearshore  

Biscayne  Bay’s  Salinity  Regime  on  Gulf  Pipefish  (Syngnathus  scovelli)  Spatiotemporal  Abundance  and  Distribution  

Trends” 

The  Comprehensive  Everglades  Restoration  Plan  (CERP)  aims  to  restore  Biscayne  Bay’s  historic  dispersed  and  

persistent  inflows  of  freshwater,  which  have  been  modified  during  previous  decades  to  point  source  freshwater  

canal  inputs.    CERP  aims  to  achieve  more  stable  oligohaline  (0.5-5  ppt)  to  mesohaline  (5-18  ppt)  salinity  conditions  

in  nearshore  Biscayne  Bay.    The  Integrated  Biscayne  Bay  Ecological  Assessment  and  Monitoring  (IBBEAM)  project  

analyzes  downstream  effects  of  region  wide  CERP  implementation.    Biannual  IBBEAM  throw-trap  sampling  along  

Biscayne  Bay’s  nearshore  habitats  has  yielded  a  wealth  of  data  on  epifauna  abundance  and  distribution.    One  

captured  species,  the  Gulf  pipefish  (Syngnathus  scovelli)  is  considered  an  important  indicator  species  of  

environmental  conditions,  like  salinity. Previous  research  determined  that  S.  scovelli  exhibits  an  affinity  to  polyhaline  

(18-30  ppt)  conditions  and observation  of  high  densities  would  be  limited  by  a  deviation  into  mesohaline  

conditions.    Spatial  and  temporal  trends  of  Gulf  pipefish  densities  were  also  investigated,  finding  that  average  

densities  are  significantly  higher  in  the  dry  season  and  in  sites  immediately  south  of  the  Black  Point  canal  mouth.    

Further  investigation  of  other  abiotic  factors’  influences  on  Gulf  pipefish  densities  in  Biscayne  Bay  and  expanding  

the  spatial  extent  of  the  study  will  help  refine  understanding  of  salinity’s  effect  on  this  species. 

 



J.  M.  Niederhauser*,  M.  P.    Ziadi,  B.  Blakely,  and  R.  C.  Anderson - Florida Atlantic University - “Spatial  pattern  of  song  

sharing  in  Bachman’s  sparrows.” 

Song  sharing  is  common  among  male  songbirds,  but  the  amount  of  song  sharing  between  individuals  of  a  given  

species  varies  depending  on  the  geographical  distance  between  territories.  This  variation  is  due  to  species  

differences  in  dispersal  distances  and  song  learning  periods.  Thus,  comparing  spatial  patterns  of  song  sharing  can  

elucidate  song  learning  strategies  and  dispersal  behavior  for  even  the  rarest  or  most  secretive  species.  Song  

learning  and  dispersal  are  unknown  for  the  Near  Threatened  Bachman’s  sparrow,  most  likely  because  it  spends  

much  of  its  life  hidden  in  the  understory  of  pine  flatwoods  and  prairies.  Our  objective  was  to  compare  the  

number  of  songs  shared  among  male  Bachman’s  sparrows  to  understand  broad  patterns  of  song  development  

and  dispersal.  In  2016  and  2017,  we  recorded  54  adult  males,  took  GPS  points  of  their  territory  locations,  and  

determined  their  repertoires  using  a  custom  program  developed  in  Matlab.  Although  repertoire  comparisons  are  

not  completed  for  all  males,  song  sharing  was  greater  at  closer  distances,  especially  for  neighbors,  and  then  

declined  rapidly  at  greater  distances.  These  preliminary  data  suggest  that  Bachman’s  sparrows  may  learn  their  

songs  after  dispersal,  and  prefer  short  dispersal  distances  but  may  have  to  disperse  farther  if  suitable  territories  are  

not  available.    

 

Patrick  Vrablik*,  Michael  B.  Flinn - Murray State - “Fish  response  to  increased  habitat  from  stream  reconstruction,  and  

exploring  the  use  of  aerial  imagery  in  evaluating  habitat  usage” 

Hatchery  Creek  is  a  restored  stream  near  Jamestown,  KY  that  drains  from  a  cold-water  fish  hatchery.  The  

degraded  channel  of  Hatchery  Creek  caused  large  sediment  plumes  in  the  Lower  Cumberland  River,  and  was  

reconstructed  to  decrease  sediment  loss  and  create  a  self-sustaining  trout  population.  We  predicted  that  improved  

bed  grade  and  habitat  quality  in  the  reconstructed  stream  would  improve  fish  diversity  and  biomass.  Fish  

communities  were  sampled  seasonally  for  2  years  before  and  after  the  reconstruction.  Before  reconstruction,  taxa  

richness  was  6-8  fish  species,  dominated  by  rainbow  (Oncorhynchus  mykiss),  brown  (Salmo  trutta),  and  brook  trout  

(Salvelinus  fontinalis).  After  reconstruction,  fish  diversity  decreased  to  5  taxa.  Drone  imagery  was  used  in  

combination  with  electrofishing  to  evaluate  habitat  usage  and  redd  formation.  60%  of  fish  were  sampled  from  

boulder  habitat,  30%  were  found  in  coarse  woody  debris,  and  10%  were  found  in  the  channel.  The  patterns  of  fish  

recovery  suggest  combining  engineering  and  ecology  to  create  a  “field  of  dreams”  may  be  a  worthwhile  

restoration  technique. 

 

Session 6 - Cox 145 - 1:30-2:30 PM 
Smith,  K. * and  Childress,  M. - Clemson University - “Impacts  of  consecutive  bleaching  events  on  transplanted  coral  

colonies  in  the  Florida  Keys” 

Climate  change  threatens  many  marine  ecosystems,  including  coral  reefs  and  the  thousands  of  organisms  that  

inhabit  them.    Fluctuations  in  sea  surface  temperatures  trigger  bleaching  events  in  coral  colonies  that  lead  to  

increased  coral  mortality  and  reef  degradation.  To  combat  this  decline,  researchers  have  focused  on  transplanting  

corals  to  understand  which  species  are  best  adapted  to  these  environmental  changes.  This  current  study  

examined  the  impacts  of  two  consecutive  thermal  stress  events  on  coral  transplants  in  the  middle  Florida  Keys.  

Coral  fragments  of  two  species  (Porites  astreoides and  Siderastrea  siderea)  were  transplanted  on  seven  reef  sites  

and  monitored  for  evidence  of  bleaching  from  June  2014  through  June  2017.  Results  indicate  that  P.  astreoides  

colonies  are  more  susceptible  to  bleaching  than  S.  siderea.  Reefs  differed  in  their  proportion  of  bleached  and  

unbleached  corals  for  P.  asteroides  but  not  S.  siderea.    The  abundance  of  Dictyota  spp.  algae  present  was  the  

factor  that  best  explained  individual  variance  in  the  propensity  for  bleaching.  Corals  that  bleached  the  first  year  

and  survived  were  no  more  or  less  likely  to  bleach  the  second  year.  These  findings  suggest  that  resilience  to  

bleaching  differs  not  only  by  coral  species,  but  may  be  influenced  by  the  local  abundance  of  Dictyota algae. 

 

Nicholas  Parr*, Nanette  Chadwick - Auburn University - “Shady Organisms: The Florida False Coral Ricordea 

florida depends on other reef organisms for shade” 

Environmental tolerances control the biogeographical patterns of organisms, especially their tolerances of temperature 

extremes. Climate change has impacted the distributional patterns of coral reef organisms; however, little is known about 

effects on non-coral cnidarians. Corallimorpharians, commonly known as false corals or mushroom corals, are soft-bodied 

and similar in structure to sea anemones. The most common Caribbean corallimorpharian, the Florida false coral (Ricordea 

florida), has declined in recent years, with both scientists and collectors estimating that current populations represent ~10% 

of pre-2010 numbers. In the present study, I observed population changes over time in the Florida Keys, and performed 

laboratory experiments to assess the environmental tolerances of this species. Population size structure changed seasonally; 

Hurricane Irma during Fall 2017 coincided with high water temperatures and a sharp drop in the population. Laboratory 

experiments revealed that polyps are stressed under light levels equivalent to unshaded areas on the reef, a result that has 

been qualitatively confirmed in the field. These results reveal a strong dependence on larger, shading organisms. Combined 



with rising temperatures, the loss of these organisms have likely been a major factor for the recent population decline of this 

species. 

 

Grace  A.  Snyder*  and  Nikki  Traylor-Knowles - University of Miami - “Transcriptional  and  microbial  characterization  of  

Scleractinian  coral  cell  populations  separated  by  fluorescence-activated  cell  sorting  (FACS)”. 

Coral  reefs  are  important for  maintaining  biodiversity throughout  the  oceans.  Due  to  climate  change and  other  

human-induced  threats,  these  ecologically  and  socioeconomically  important  organisms  are facing  extinction. 

Therefore,  it  is  critical  to  have  a  complete  understanding  of their  evolutionary  history ,cellular  responses  to  stress,  

and  symbiotic  relationships with  their  microbial  partners.  While  there  have  been  many  studies  focused  on  the  coral-

dinoflagellate  symbiosis,  little  is  understood  about  the  diversity  of  coral  cell  types  and  tissue-specific  microbial  

partnerships with viruses  and  bacteria.  Here  we  use fluorescence-activated  cell  sorting  (FACS)  to  parse  out  coral  cell  

types  based  on  non-species  specific  cell  markers.  Using  RNA-Seq ,we  investigate  the  gene  expression  and  bacterial  

communities  specific  to  cell  populations discernable  using  markers  for  DNA,  lysosomes,  cnidocytes,  and  reactive  

oxygen  species  (ROS). This  novel  approach  of  using  cellular  biology techniques in  corals  has  great  potential  for  cell  

type  characterization  and  stem  cell  isolation.  Understanding the  roles  of  various  cell  types  and  their  microbial  

communities  would  aid  in identifying tolerant  and  adaptable  genotypes  for  preserving  genetic  diversity  on  coral  

reefs. 

 

Ben  Young*,  Xaymara  Serreno,  Margaret  Miller,  Stephanie  Rosales,  and  Nikki  Traylor-Knowles - University of Miami - 

“Signatures  of  disease  resistance  for  the  threatened  Caribbean  branching  coral,  Acropora  palmata.” 

Coral  reefs  are  important  ocean  ecosystems  that  provide  biodiversity  and  economic  stability.  Despite  this  value,  

they  are  under  threat  from  anthropogenic  stressors  that  have  caused  drastic  decreases  in  global  coral  cover.  In  

the  Caribbean,  White  Band  Disease  has  caused  tremendous  declines  in  the  critical  ecosystem  building  coral,  

Acropora  palmata.  With  disease  incidence  and  virulence  rising,  an  in-depth  knowledge  of  disease  resistance  

dynamics  is  needed  for  all  coral  species.  To  maintain  the  critical  ecosystem  functions  Acropora  palmata  provides,  

disease  resistance  dynamics  for  the  already  decimated  wild  populations  are  invaluable  in  ensuring  its  survival.    

Previous  observational  work  with  Acropora  palmata  genotypes  has  shown  large  differences  in  disease  tolerance,  

with  percent  disease  transmission  ranging  from  0%  to  100%.  In  this  study  RNA-seq  was  used  to  look  at  the  

differential  gene  expression  of  12  Acropora  palmata  genotypes  with  different  disease  tolerances.  Fragments  were  

sampled  before  disease  exposure,  and  after  a  7-day  disease  exposure.  We  hypothesize  that  differential  gene  

expression  will  elucidate  the  expression  of  important  immune  genes  and  identify  signatures  of  disease  resistance.  

Preliminary  results  indicate  significant  gene  expression  differences  among  genotypes  of  varied  disease  susceptibility.  

This  work  will  contribute  to  scientifically  driven  restoration  work  by  informing  outplanting  efforts  of  disease  resistant  

individuals.   
 

Session 7 - Cox 126 - 2:45-3:45 PM 
Nicole I.  Besemer*,  Ian  C.  Zink,  Herve  Jobert,  Joan  A.  Browder,  Diego  Lirman,  Erik  Stabenau - University of Miami - 

“Immediate  pre-  and  post-  hurricane  impact  on  nearshore  epifaunal  communities  and  their  habitat” 

The  Integrated  Biscayne  Bay  Ecological  Assessment  and  Monitoring  Project  assesses  the  ecological  status  of  south-

central  Biscayne  Bay’s  western  shoreline  to  detect  Comprehensive  Everglades  Restoration  Plan  implementation  

effects.  During  the  2017  wet  season,  epifaunal  sampling  was  interrupted  by  Hurricane  Irma,  which  struck  south  

Florida  on  September  10th,  2017  as  a  Category  4  storm.  This  study  investigates  immediate  impacts  on  epifaunal  

communities  at  eight  sites  using  data  collected  immediately  pre-  and  post-  hurricane.  Preliminary  analyses  

detected  altered  physical  conditions  including  reduced  salinity,  temperature,  dissolved  oxygen  and  pH.  Change  

point  analysis  of  temperature,  salinity  and  water  depth  time  series  revealed  extreme  changes  in  these  habitat  

conditions  throughout  hurricane  passage. Analysis  of  biotic  components  indicated  lower  post-hurricane  biomass.  Pre  

and  post  storm  biodiversity  indices  were  not  significantly  different.      A  multivariate  analysis  revealed  significant  

community  differences  between  pre-  and  post-hurricane  communities.    Further  work  will  determine  individual  or  

collective  species  that  drove  the  observed  pre-  and  post-  community  difference,  delve  deeper  into  how  

environmental  factors  affected  this  difference,  and  compare  post-Irma  observations  to  previous  (2007-2016)  wet  

season  sampling  at  these  eight  sites.  These  findings  will  highlight  direct  effects  to  community  assemblages  after  an  

extreme  event  as  well  as  inter-annual  variability  in  Biscayne  Bay  nearshore  epifaunal  communities.  

 

Kara  Noonan - Clemson  University - “The  influence  of  physical  structure  and  substrate  composition  on  coral  reef  fish  

communities  before  and  after  hurricane  disturbance” 

Coral  reefs  provide  essential  habitat  for  thousands  of  species,  supporting  much  of  Florida’s  economies.  

Unfortunately,  coral  reefs  are  transitioning  from  structurally-complex,  coral-dominated  communities  to  a  relatively-flat,  

macroalgae-dominated  community,  triggering  a  loss  in  biodiversity  and  ecosystem  function.  Therefore,  

understanding  the  relationship  between  physical  structure  and  biotic  composition  of  coral  ecosystems  to  reef  fish  



diversity  and  how  these  communities  respond  to  disturbance  events  like  hurricanes  is  crucial  for  future  

management  strategies.  We  surveyed  reef  fish  and  benthic  community  structure  on  six  reefs  in  the  middle  Florida  

Keys,  before  (June)  and  after  (October)  Hurricane  Irma.  Total  reef  fish  abundance  and  species  richness  did  not  

change  despite  significant  decreases  in  algae,  sponge,  and  soft  coral  cover.  Herbivores  decreased  with  

decreasing  algal  cover,  while  omnivores  and  predators  increased  with  increasing  ledges.  This  research  suggests  

that  reef  fish  community  response  to  disturbance  depends  whether  a  species  is  limited  more  by  food  versus  shelter  

availability  and  may  be  used  to  measure  resistance  and  resilience  of  reef  fish  with  future  disturbances.  

 

John V.  Gatto* and  Joel  C.  Trexler - Flordia International Universtiy - “Using Agent  Based  Modeling  to  Predict  

Recolonization  Patterns  Following  Disturbance” 

Immigration  into  newly  inundated  habitats  is  well  documented,  but  the  mechanisms  that  influences  a  species’  

ability  to  recolonize  are  poorly  understood.  A  recent  study  investigating  speed  has  attempted  to  explain  

recolonization  patterns;  however,  speed  alone  does  not  describe  this  phenomenon.  Agent  Based  Modeling  (ABM)  

has  become  a  popular  method  for  modeling  by  using  computer  simulated  “agents”.  In  this  study,  we  used  ABM  

to  model  species  dispersal  by  combing  directional  field  data  with  laboratory  swimming  speed  estimates.  We  

simulated  six  hypothetical  species,  each  with  increasing  levels  of  directedness,  to  demonstrate  how  the  

combination  of  directionality  and  speed  influences  arrival  time.  Virtual  fish  were  tasked  with  swimming  to  reach  a  

refuge  habitat  located  1  km  away.  Six  speeds  were  investigated  for  a  total  of  466,560  simulations.    Arrival  time  

and  distance  from  habitat  were  collected  at  the  end  of  each  run,  and  we  compared  simulated  results  to  those  

collected  in  the  field.  This  study  revealed  that  both  speed  and  directedness  are  indicative  of  species  which  

inhabits  a  recently  disturbed  habitat  quickly.  Fast,  directed  individuals  are  more  likely  to  reach  a  habitat  first  

compared  to  slow,  undirected  ones.  Our  simulated  results  generated  information  consistent  with  field  data  

collected  in  a  long-term  dataset.  

 

Winter  A.  Beckles - University of Miami - “Habitat  partitioning  and  signal  adaptation  among  non-native  bark  anoles  in  

South  Florida” 

Understanding  how  populations  adapt  to  changes  in  their  environment  can  provide  valuable  insight  into  the  

mechanisms  of  evolution.  Here,  we  leverage  the  habitat  transformations  caused  by  a  recent  hurricane  (Hurricane  

Irma)  as  an  experiment  to  determine  how  non-native  bark  anoles  (Anolis  distichus)  in  South  Florida  respond  to  

rapid  changes  in  their  visual  environment.  Before  Hurricane  Irma,  a  strong  correlation  is  found  between  variation  in  

bark  anole  dewlap  color  and  differences  in  the  ambient  light  profiles  across  sites,  particularly  in  the  ultraviolet  

region  of  the  light  spectrum.  As  habitat  lighting  is  a  primary  constraint  for  visual  signal  efficacy  in  this  clade,  a  

positive  relationship  suggests  that  selection  across  sites  favors  bark  anoles  with  the  most  conspicuous  dewlaps.  

However,  hurricane-induced  habitat  modifications  altered  light  profiles  across  sites,  and  the  correlation  between  

bark  anole  dewlap  color  and  ambient  light  profiles  disappeared  following  the  storm.  By  tracking  the  population  

and  evaluating  how  the  relationship  between  dewlap  color  and  habitat  lighting  develops  over  time,  we  hope  to  

better  understand  how  selection  on  signal  conspicuousness  contributes  to  habitat  partitioning  in  anoles,  and  further,  

use  estimates  of  gene  flow  among  South  Florida  bark  anoles  to  determine  if  the  observed  signal  divergence  is  

associated  with  reproductive  isolation.   

 

Session 8 - Cox 145 - 2:45-3:45 PM 
Karena H.  Nguyen*, David  J.  Civitello,  Jason  Rohr - University of South Florida - “Coupling dynamic  energy  budget  (DEB)  

theory with  a  mesocosm  experiment to  predict  and  validate  the  effects  of  temperature  on  a  host-parasite  system” 

Schistosomiasis,  caused  by  trematodes  of  the  family  Schistosoma,  is  a  widespread  human  parasitic  disease  that  

might  increase  in  prevalence  with  global  climate  change.  However,  the net  effects  of  temperature  on  host-parasite  

systems have  been  historically  difficult  to  model  because  parasites  and  their  hosts  often have  different  optimal  

temperatures  across  life  history  traits  (e.g.  hatching,  infectivity,  growth,  reproduction).  Dynamic  energy  budget  (DEB)  

theory  addresses  this  hurdle  by  utilizing metabolic  principles,  which  are  temperature-dependent,  to  predict  the  

trajectory  of  individual  life  history  traits.  Here,  a  DEB-based  model  for  Schistosoma  mansoni  and  its  intermediate  

snail  host,  Biomphalaria  glabrata,  was  used  to  predict  individual  snail  growth,  snail  reproduction,  and  cercarial  

shedding  rates across  a  temperature  gradient  (18-37°C). Predictions  were  compared  to  measurements  of  snail  life  

history  traits  from  16-L  mesocosms (n  =  4  per  treatment),  sampled weekly  for  4 months.  Optimal individual  snail  

growth,  snail  population  growth,  and  reproduction occurred  between  18-25°C while  optimal cercarial shedding  rates  

occurred  between  25-33°C.  The  results align with DEB  predictions  and  temperatures where  schistosomiasis  is  endemic,  

validating DEB  theory  as  a  tool for  predicting  the  effects  of  global  climate  change  on  the  disease  dynamics  of  

schistosomiasis  and  perhaps  similar  host-parasite  systems. 

 

Chloe  T.  Ramsay*,  Jason  R.  Rohr - University of South Florida - “Order  of  infection  highly  impacts  disease  progression  

in  frogs” 



Coinfecting  pathogens  interact  with  each  other  and  their  environment,  the  host,  but  foundational  concepts  from  

community  ecology,  such  as  priority  effects,  have  rarely  been  used  to  understand  coinfection.  Here,  we  tested  

how  the  timing  of  infection  of  common  and  deadly  amphibian  pathogens  impacts  pathogen  load,  host  growth,  

and  survival;  hypothesizing  that  larger  time  lags  between  pathogen  exposures  will  lead  to  a  greater  competitive  

advantage  for  the  initial  pathogen.  We  infected  post-metamorphic  Cuban  tree  frogs  (Osteopilus  septentrionalis)  

with  Ranavirus,  the  fungus  Batrachochytrium  dendrobatidis,  a  nematode  Aplectana  haematospicula,  or  two  of  the  

three  pathogens  either  sequentially  or  simultaneously.  Sequential  infection  with  other  pathogens  led  to  significantly  

different  loads  when  compared  to  single  infections  of  Ranavirus  and  Bd,  but  prior  infection  increased  Ranaviral  

loads  and  decreased  Bd  loads.  Time  since  previous  infection  was  important  for  Bd  infected  hosts,  but  whether  a  

longer  time  since  infection  increased  or  decreased  loads  depended  on  the  coinfecting  pathogen.  Finally,  time  

since  previous  infection  decreased  host  growth  rates  and  altered  host  survival  for  hosts  infected  with  Bd  later.  

These  results  suggest  that  the  order  of  infection  can  highly  impact  disease  progression,  and  that  some  secondary  

infections  can  exacerbate  consequences  for  hosts  while  others  can  ameliorate  them. 

 

Kristine  Gandia*,  Federico  Cappa,  Laura  Beani,  Floria  Uy - University of Miami - “Brain  plasticity,  sex  and  parasitism  in  

the  paper  wasp,  Polistes  dominula” 

Brain  plasticity  has  evolved  across  the  animal  kingdom,  providing  advantages  to  process  information  in  

environments  with  changing  cues  and  conditions.  Because  brain  tissue  is  energetically  expensive,  we hypothesize  

that  differential  investment  in  brain  regions  depends  on  the  functions  most  needed  to  perform  specific  social  and  

ecological  tasks.  We  take  advantage  of  the  varying  behaviors  in Polistes  dominula,  in  which  females  are  social  

and  males  display  a  low  level  of  sociality.  In  addition,  in  our  study  population,  some  females  are  parasitized  and  

become  gregarious.  Therefore,  we  collected  unparasitized  and  parasitized  female  workers  and  unparasitized  males.  

We  measured  and  analyzed  the  volume  and  shape  of  brain  structures  that  receive  visual  and  olfactory  input  and  

others  that  serve  as  sensory  integration  centers.  We  also  measured  the  size  and  ovary  development  of  each  

individual.  Our  analyses  are  ongoing  but  suggest  differences  in  brain  region  investment  between  females  and  

males,  supporting  differences  in  brain  morphology  in  accordance  with  sex  and  behavior.  Preliminary  data  also  

shows  shape  differences  in  the  mushroom  bodies  between  parasitized  and  unparasitized  females,  which  may  be 

due to  changes  of  brain  arrangement  inside  the  head  capsule.  Our  work  provides  novel  insights  about  how  brain  

plasticity  is  influenced  by  social  and  ecological  stimuli. 

 

Erin  L.  Sauer*,  Nadia  Trejo,  Jason  Hoverman,  Jason  R.  Rohr - University of South Florida - “Behavioral  fever  reduces  

ranaviral  infections  in  toads” 

The  ability  of  wildlife  populations  to  mount  rapid  responses  to  novel  pathogens  will  be  critical  for  mitigating  the  

impacts  of  disease  outbreaks  in  a  changing  climate.  While  behavior  is  a  widely  believed  to  influence  disease  

dynamics,  few  studies  have  experimentally  examined  the  effects  of  host  behavior  on  ranaviral  infections.  While  

experimental  studies  have  demonstrated  that  warmer  temperatures  can  mitigate  ranaviral  infections  for  some  

species,  it  is  unclear  that  any  species  uses  behavioral  fever  to  resist  ranaviral  infection.  Here,  we  placed  Southern  

toads  in  thermal  gradients,  tested  for  temperature  preferences  and  measured  ranaviral  load,  prevalence,  and  the  

survival  of  infected  animals.  We  found  that  Southern  toads  do  respond  to  ranaviral  exposure  by  increasing  body  

temperature  and  that  individual-level  temperature  preference  was  negatively  correlated  with  ranaviral  load.  Our  

results  suggest  that  amphibians  douse  behavioral  fever  to  successfully  resist  ranaviral  infections.   

 

Session 9 - Cox 126 - 4:00-4:45 PM 
Justin  S  Lesser*,  W.  Ryan  James,  Christopher  C.  Stallings,  Rachel  M.  Wilson,  James  A  Nelson - University of Louisiana-

Lafayette - “Ecosystem  production  drives  trophic  niche  volume” 
A  core  ecosystem  function  is  the  creation  and  transfer  of  biomass  through  trophic  relationships  in  food  webs.  

Efficient  exploitation  and  transfer  of  primary  production  through  the  food  web  is  mediated  by  organisms  operating  

within  their  niche  space.  Therefore,  a  complete  understanding  of  this  function  hinges  on  understanding  how  niche  

space  varies  based  on  the  amount  that  can  be  produced  by  a  particular  ecosystem.  Competing  theories  predict  

that  as  productivity  increases,  niche  size  will  either  increase  as  species  become  more  generalist  consumers,  or  

decrease  due  to  niche  segregation.  We  test  these  theories  using  a  novel  approach  to  determine  trophic  niche  

size  in  two  generalist  fish  species  along  a  variable  productivity  regime  in  a  seagrass  ecosystem.  Using  stable  

isotope  analysis,  we  construct  n-dimensional  niche  hypervolumes  of  these  species,  based  on  the  amounts  of  

contribution  from  each  primary  production  channel  present  in  this  ecosystem.  Niche  volume  of  both  species  was  

exponentially  related  to  seagrass  productivity,  indicating  greater  diversity  in  resource  use  with  decreasing  

productivity.  This  pattern  provides  insight  into  the  relationship  between  ecosystem  production  and  niche  dynamics,  

and  an  ecological  explanation  for  the  resource  maximization  behaviors  commonly  observed  in  nature. 

 



Lauren  Stoczynski - Clemson University - “Understanding  the  elements  of  metacommunity  structure  in  stream  fish  

communities  of  the  Eastern  United  States” 

Community  ecologists  have  always  been  interested  in  how  species  assemble  themselves  within  their  given  

environments.  Metacommunity  ecology  offers  a  strategy  for  disentangling  the  spatial  and  environmental  

components  for  species  assemblage.  We  will  investigate  190  stream  fish  metacommunity  assemblages  in  the  

Eastern  United  States  using  the  elements  of  metacommunity  structure  (EMS)  in  a  qualitative  and  quantitative  

manner.  Quantitatively,  we  will  use  linear  models  to  understand  how  different  environmental  variables  including  

land  use,  dams,  and  elevation  affect  coherence,  turnover,  and  boundary  clumping  from  EMS  calculations.  

Qualitatively,  we  will  use  the  different  metacommunity  structures  to  look  for  areas  in  the  Eastern  US  where  certain  

metacommunity  structures  seem  to  be  more  prevalent  and  make  inferences  for  why  the  patterns  are  seen.  

Preliminary  results  show  land  use  may  be  a  significant  predictor  on  the  strength  of  coherence,  turnover,  and  

boundary  clumping.  This  research  will  show  the  importance  of  looking  at  metacommunities  at  the  local  scale  and  

continuing  the  increase  scale  to  be  able  to  understand  patterns  and  potential  mechanisms  for  stream  fish  

community  assemblages.   

 

Christy Soldo* & Michael  B.  Flinn - Murray State University - “Show  me  the  money:  macroinvertebrates  as  bioindicators  

of  restored  ecosystem  services  provided  by  the  Wetland  Reserve  Program  in  western  Kentucky” 

Wetlands  improve  the  quality  of  our  nation’s  streams,  rivers,  and  lakes,  and  they  support  a  diverse  assemblage  of  

plants  and  animal  species.  Each  year,  billions  of  dollars  are  spent  on  a  variety  of  projects  focused  on  restoring  

wetlands,  such  as  the  Wetland  Reserve  Program  (WRP).  Our  main  objective  for  this  study  was  to  quantify  

biological  diversity  on  easements  enrolled  in  WRP  and  in  surrounding  wetlands.  Our  study  sites  include  restoration  

easements  of  various  ages,  agricultural  lands  still  in  production,  and  reference  wetlands  in  western  Kentucky.  

Quantitative  stovepipe  cores  and  multi-habitat  dip-nets  were  used  to  collect  macroinvertebrates  at  perennially  and  

ephemerally  flooded  easements.  Invertebrates were identified to  the  lowest  possible  taxonomic  level.  Water quality 

was  tested  using  grab-samples  and  a  multi-parameter  sonde.  Easement hydrology  was  determined  using  pressure  

transducers  and  GIS.  Preliminary  results  indicate  a  strong  increase  in  species  richness  and  diversity  in  the  proximal  

years  following  easement  establishment.  Because  new  easements  are  permanently  enrolled,  there  is  tremendous  

potential  to  quantify  increases  in  physical  and  biological  condition.  Understanding  how  these  easements  respond  

to  restoration  will  provide  opportunities  for  adaptive  management  in  subsequent  years. 

 

Session 10 - Cox 145 - 4:00-4:45 PM 
Katherine R.  Shlepr*, Betsy A.  Evans, and Dale  E.  Gawlik - Florida Atlantic University - “Consequences  of  non-native  prey  

consumption  by  Wood  Storks  to  population-  and  ecosystem-level  recovery” 

Previous  studies  quantifying  linkages  between  wading  birds,  fish  communities,  and  hydrological  characteristics  made  

it  possible  for  federal  agencies  to  use  single  species  as  ecosystem  indicators.  However,  unless  these  models  are  

updated,  indicator  species  begin  to  misrepresent  the  health  of  the  ecosystem  as  ecosystem  components  change  

over  time.  We  studied  long-term  changes  in  one  indicator  species,  the  Wood  Stork  (Mycteria  americana),  in  South  

Florida,  USA.  In  addition  to  a  literature  review,  we  collected  food  boluses  at  five  Wood  Stork  colonies  from  2014-

2018  to  detect  recent  changes  in  prey  composition.  Non-native  fishes  were  absent  from  the  Wood  Stork  diet  until  

the  1980s  but  have  become  increasingly  prevalent.  Most  dramatically,  non-native  fishes  constituted  60%  of  the  

prey  composition  at  one  colony  in  the  Everglades  in  2016.  We  discuss  the  causes  and  consequences  of  these  

observed  prey  shifts  to  the  health  of  the  Wood  Stork  population  overall.  In  particular,  we  note  the  increased  

susceptibility  of  non-native  fishes  to  cold  weather  events  and  the  effects  of  predation  by  these  non-native  fishes  

on  native  fish  communities.  High  reliance  by  Wood  Storks  on  non-native  prey  may  alter  the  linkages  between  

Wood  Stork  productivity  and  marsh  hydrologic  conditions  of  which  our  Everglades  restoration  models  depend. 

 

Hansol  Lee- Fordham  University-“The  effects  of  allelopathy  and  drought  on  intraspecific  and  interspecific  interactions  

in  Brassica  rapa  competitions” 

Climate  change  has  been  altering  abiotic  factors  but  also  affecting  biotic  interactions.  Allelopathy  is  an  important  

mechanism  in  plant-plant  interference  influencing  germination  and  growth  of  neighbors.  However,  interaction  

between  allelopathy  and  response  to  climate  change  has  not  been  studied.  Several  species  in  Brassicaceae  are  

known  as  an  allelopathic  plant  inhibiting  other  species  growth  and  Brassica  rapa  has  shown  the  rapid  evolution  

adapting  to  drought.  This  study  was  composed  of  two  experiments  on  interspecific  competition  and  intraspecific  

competition  by  allelopathy  using  Brassica  rapa  with  simulating  drought.  We  treated  three  heterospecifics  with  soil  

that  Brassica  rapa  was  previously  grown  in  water  control.  Germination was significantly  delayed  in  both  conspecific  

and  heterospecifics.  For  interspecific  competition,  germination  proportion  was  declined  and  growth  was  inhibited.  

Galium  aparinegroup  showed  significant  differences  that  B.  rapa  in  drought  has  a  significantly  stronger  negative  

effect  on  germination,  survival,  and  growth.  For  intraspecific  competition,  cotyledon  size  was  negatively  affected.  



Flowering  time  of  conspecific  in  drought  was  significantly  delayed.  The  results  indicate  allelopathy  negatively  affect  

rapid  adaptation  of  B.  rapa  in  drought.   

 

Michael T.  Connelly*,  Crystal  McRae,  Pi-Jen  Liu,  and  Nikki  Traylor-Knowles-University of Miami/RSMAS-“ Differential  

immune  gene  expression  of  Pocillopora  damicornis  corals  in  response  to  antibiotics  treatment,  heat  stress,  and  

lipopolysaccharide  exposure” 

Corals  establish  diverse  symbioses  with  dinoflagellate  algae,  bacteria,  and  micro-eukaryotes  that  benefit  the  health  

of  the  coral  holobiont.  Climate  change  is  causing  a  global  collapse  of  coral  reefs,  as  rising  temperatures  disturb  

coral  symbioses  resulting  in  coral  bleaching,  disease  and  death.  Activation  ofinnate  immunity  has  been  observed  

during  coral  stress  responses,  and  heat  tolerance  may  be  influenced  by  coral  bacteria.  To  clarify  patterns  of  

immune  gene  expression  in  response  to  heat  stress  and  bacterial  community  disruption,  Pocillopora  damicornis  

corals  from  Kenting  National  Park  in  Taiwan  were  subjected  to  treatments  with  antibiotics  (ampicillin  and  

streptomycin),  heat  stress,  and  bacterial  lipopolysaccharide  (LPS),  an  immune  stimulant.  Genes  involved  in  microbial  

recognition,  immune  signaling  and  defense  were  upregulated  in  LPS  and  antibiotics  treatments  relative  to  control  

fragments,  suggesting  that  antibiotics  cause  a  dysbiotic  bacterial  community  that  drives  immune  inflammation.  

Antioxidants  such  as  superoxide  dismutase  and  peroxidase  were  downregulated  in  these  treatments,  suggesting  

trade-offs  between  immunity  and  antioxidant  capacity.  Additionally,  immune  genes  were  downregulated  during  

heat  stress,  and  activation  of  apoptotic  pathways  was  observed  in  combined  antibiotics  and  heat  treatments.  

These  results  suggest  that  stability  within  the  coral  bacterial  community  is  essential  for  maintaining  coral  immune  

function  and  holobiont  health  in  a  changing  climate. 
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Delius, B.K.* and  J.R.  Rohr - University of South Florida- “The Effect  of  Herbicide  Applications  on  Vegetative  Community  

Structure  in  a  Willow-dominated  Shrub  Swamp” 

Modification  of  wetland  systems  for  agricultural  purposes  can  create  novel  habitat  for  nuisance  species.  Although  

Carolina  willow  (Salix  caroliniana)  is  native  to  Florida,  its  spread  in  to  managed  wetlands  has  reduced  habitat  

available  to  native  flora.  In  an  effort  to  preserve  wetland  species  and  communities,  management  agencies  apply  

herbicides  to  reduce  willow  cover.  To  investigate  the  effects  of  aerial  herbicide  application  on  managed  wetland  

communities,  we  studied  the  vegetative  communities  in  two  wetlands  of  the  Upper  St.  Johns  River  Basin  over  three  

years  following  herbicide  application.  Six  5-acre  plots  were  constructed  in  each  wetland  and  exposed  to  a  no-

herbicide  (control),  Ecomazapyr  (isopropyl  salt  of  imazapyr),  or  Aquasweep  (2,4-D  and  triclopyr)  treatment.  We  

assessed  vegetative  communities  seasonally  in  all  12  plots  using  eight  1-meter  quadrats  and  four  10-meter  

transects.  Using  Bray-Curtis  distance-based  redundancy  analysis  and  multi-model  inference  analysis,  we  found  that  

a  single  aerial  application  of  Aquasweep  temporarily  reduced  willow  cover  and  did  not  alter  community  structure  

compared  to  communities  in  the  no-herbicide  control.  In  contrast,  a  single  application  of  Ecomazapyr  extirpated  

willows  and  shifted  wetland  vegetative  community  structure.  As  Ecomazapyr  reduced  nuisance  willow  cover,  its  use  

may  be  an  efficient  management  strategy  for  wetlands  to  preserve  herbaceous  biodiversity  in  Florida.   

 

Emily  Powell - University of Miami - “The  role  of  variable  visual  and  olfactory  mate-recognition  signals  in  reproductive  

isolation  among  populations  of  the  Reef  Gecko  (Sphaerodactylus  notatus)” 

Isolated  populations  may  independently  evolve  divergent  traits,  but  new  species  boundaries  are  only  maintained  

upon  secondary  contact  if  these  populations  also  evolve  divergent  mechanisms  that  exclude  interbreeding  with  

related  but  divergent  lineages.  Behavioral  differences  can  isolate  lineages  if  divergence  in  mate  recognition  results  

in  incompatibility  between  these  newly  divergent  lineages.  Animals  use  various  signals  in  recognition  and  

communication  with  possible  mates  including  visual,  auditory,  and  olfactory  cues,  and  divergence  in  these  signals  

between  populations  can  result  in  incompatible  mate  recognition,  a  premating  reproductive  barrier.  My  research  

examines  divergence  of  multimodal  visual  and  olfactory  signals  in  Sphaerodactylus notatus,  a  species  of  dwarf  

gecko  with  geographic  variation  in  extent  of  sexual  dimorphism  and  ocelli  patterning  throughout  The  Bahamas,  

Cuba,  and  South  Florida.  I  present  data  from  multiple  divergent  populations,  evaluating  behavioral  responses  to  

sexually  dimorphic  signals  of  color,  pattern,  and  pheromone.  In  addition,  preliminary  genetic  analysis  reconstructs  

ancestral  relationships  between  these  island  and  mainland  populations,  giving  insights  into  patterns  of  colonization.  

Future  work  will  evaluate  behavioral  response  to  manipulated  visual  or  olfactory  phenotype  that  replicates  

divergent  populations,  and  genomic  analysis  will  reconstruct  colonization  and  patterns  of  gene  flow.  This  research  

aims  to  explain  diversification  of Sphaerodactylus  and  other  rapidly  speciating  tropical  clades. 

 

Hulsey, R.*, Collins, M., Ingrum, I., Kylie Smith and  Michael  Childress - Clemson University - “A  Tail  of  Two  Territories:  Sex  

Differences  in  the  Territories  of  Stoplight  Parrotfish,  Sparisoma  viride”. 

Parrotfish,  abundant  herbivores  that  inhabit  coral  reefs,  regulate  algal  abundance,  which  is  vital  for  the  survival  of  

corals.  These  hermaphroditic  fish  have  a  social  structure  in  which  one  terminal  phase  male  controls  and  protects  a  

territory.  Previous  studies  have  shown  that  territory  size  may  be  determined  by  harem  size  (female  defense  

polygyny)  or,  dietary  preferences  and  reef  complexity  (resource  defense  polygyny).  Our  study  tests  which  

hypothesis  best  explains  territory  size  in  terminal  and  initial  phase  stoplight  parrotfish  (Sparisoma  viride)  on  reefs  

located  in  the  middle  Florida  Keys  National  Marine  Sanctuary.  We  followed  two  terminal  parrotfish  and  two  initial  

parrotfish  on  four  sites  for  ten  minutes,  estimating  territory  size  by  dropping  markers.  We  also  measured  substrate  

cover,  rugosity  and  conspecific  density  for  each  territory.  Our  results  show  that  terminal  phase  parrotfish  have  

significantly  larger  territories  than  intermediate  and  intermediate  phase  territories  only  overlap  the  edges  of  terminal  

territories.  We  also  found  that  terminal  phase  territory  size  was  negatively  correlated  with  conspecific  density.  These  

results  suggest  territory  size  among  terminal  phase  stoplight  parrotfish  may  be  focused  towards  female  defense  

polygyny,  where  territories  are  driven  by  the  presence  of  a  harem. 

 

Matthew  Paek - Auburn  University - “Preserving  Pollinator  Habitat  is  Critical  for  Successful  Re-introductions  of  Rare  

Southeastern  Pinkroot  (genus  Spigelia)” 

Ex-situpreservation,  or  the  propagation  of  rare  species  in  botanical  gardens,  is  a  critical  strategy  in  rare  plant  

conservation  in  the  Southeast,  with  the  ultimate  goal  of  re-introducing  these  plants  when  more  appropriate  habitat  

is  available.  Through  concerted  efforts  over  several  decades,  more  land  is  now  protected  in  Southern  states,  like  

Alabama,  raising  the  possibility  to  re-introduce  rare  species  to  these  areas.  But  many  of  these  species  are  highly-

dependent  on  specialized  pollination  or  seed  dispersal  mechanisms  to  ensure  species  persistence.  I  examined  



habitat  features  essential  for  adequate  pollination  delivery  to  Spigelia  gentianoidesand  Spigelia  alabamensis,  two  

members  of  the  Southeastern  pinkroot  genus,  dependent  on  animal  cross-pollination  for  seed  set.  These  plants  are  

ideal  candidates  for  re-introduction  because  they  have  wide  ex-situcollections  across  botanical  gardens  in  

Alabama,  Georgia,  and  Florida  and  a  variety  of  potential  sites  to  re-introduce  the  plant.  By  developing  species  

distribution  models  for  each  plant,  I  identified  habitat  characteristics,  ranging  from  burn  frequency  to  insect  

diversity,  necessary  to  maintain  pollination  delivery  to  both  plant  species—factors  that  can  help  resource  managers  

as  they  develop  newly-introduced  populations  of  S.  gentianoidesand  S.  alabamensison  their  protected  lands.   

 

Dr. Jeremy Cohen - University of South Florida - “The thermal mismatch hypothesis explains host susceptibility to the 

amphibian chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis” 

Parasites typically have broader thermal limits than hosts, so large performance gaps between pathogens and their cold- 

and warm-adapted hosts should occur at relatively warm and cold temperatures, respectively. We tested this thermal 

mismatch hypothesis by quantifying the temperature-dependent susceptibility of amphibian species to the fungal 

pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) using laboratory experiments and field prevalence estimates from 88,229 

individuals across 3,598 populations. In both the laboratory and field, we found that the greatest disease susceptibility of 

cold- and warm-adapted hosts occurred at relatively warm and cool temperatures, respectively, providing support for the 

thermal mismatch hypothesis. Our results suggest that as climate change shifts hosts away from their optimal temperatures, 

the probability of increased host susceptibility to infectious disease might increase, but the effect will depend on the host 

species and the direction of the climate shift. Our findings help explain the tremendous variation in species responses to Bd 

across climates and spatial, temporal, and species-level variation in disease outbreaks associated with extreme weather 

events that are becoming more common with climate change 

 

Celeste R.  Banfill *, Hsiao-ling Lu, Alexandra C. C. Wilson - University of Miami - “Immunolocalization of Amino Acid 

Transporter ACYPI0008971 in Pea Aphid Embryos” 

The pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum, collaboratively synthesizes five essential amino acids with the aid of a bacterial 

endosymbiont, Buchnera aphidicola. Three membrane barriers comprise the interface between these symbionts. First is the 

membrane of the bacteriocyte, an aphid cell that houses the symbiont. Second is an aphid-derived symbiosomal 

membrane that surrounds each Buchnera cell. Last is the double membrane of the symbiont. For the symbiosis to function it 

is necessary to shuttle amino acids and other metabolic components across these membrane barriers. Previous work has 

localized a glutamine transporter (APGLNT1) in pea aphid embryos. As an extension of this research, I have begun 

localizations of the amino acid transporter ACYPI008971 in pea aphid embryos. ACYPI008971 is among eight transporters 

that are highly expressed in bacteriocytes. Preliminary localizations show ACYPI008971 localizing to the outer membrane of 

the embryo, the symbiosomal membrane, sheath cells (a cell type that resides between symbiont-housing bacteriocyte 

cells to comprise the bacteriome), and a novel cell type that we have not yet identified. More replication is needed to 

discern if ACYPI008971 truly localizes to these structures in pea aphid embryos and to complete the full developmental 

series. 

 

Andrew Reeve - University of Miami - “Phylogenetic Analysis of Roystonea (Arecaceae)” 

The Arecaceae genus Roystonea is endemic to the Caribbean and surrounding area. Most of the ten currently described 

species are economically important locally, while Roystonea regia (the Royal Palm) is cultivated throughout the tropics as 

an ornamental. Additionally, R. regia is Cuba’s national tree, and the only species of Roystonea thought to be native to the 

United States. Several species within Roystonea are already listed as endangered, and one extinct. This coupled with the 

high biodiversity of the Caribbean make Roystonea a target for conservation. Phylogenetic analysis will provide a better 

understanding of species relationships and evolutionary history of the group. Using living collections from Fairchild Tropical 

Botanic Garden and Montgomery Botanic Center, I have amplified DNA from 16 samples including eight Roystonea species 

plus two outgroups for three single copy nuclear WRKY family genes. I will discuss results of this phylogenetic and 

biogeographic analyses. 

 

Nikolaos T. Polizos - University of Miami - “Using temperature and light to facilitate associative learning and memory 

retention in Drosophila larvae” 

Organisms have evolved the ability to detect various stimuli to successfully navigate the world in which they live. Not all 

forms of stimuli are equally salient after processing, forming a hierarchy of sensory stimuli. The most salient sensory 

experiences can be stored and referenced in the form of memory. Memory is particularly interesting in that it allows for 

behavioral flexibility in direct response to the environment. By examining this interface between an organism and its 

environment, the effects of natural selection on learning and memory can be better understood. This approach requires a 

strong background knowledge of the sensory inputs an organism relies upon. The Drosophila melanogaster larval model is 

ideal for this approach because it has simple body plan yet exhibits a number of easily quantifiable navigational behaviors. 

Additionally, the mechanisms responsible for larval olfaction, thermotaxis, and phototaxis are being actively researched. In 

this project we hope to test the associative memory of larva when conditioned with each of these stimuli. By assessing the 

performance of wild type and mutant larvae it is possible to determine the saliency of each of these stimuli. This information 

can aid in understanding how prior experiences shape responses to selection pressures. 

 

Olga Tserej* and Dr. Kenneth Feeley - University of Miami - “Leaf thermal tolerance in tropical tree species” 



Previous studies have looked at how plant physiological performances or distributions relate to environmental temperatures 

to get an understanding of how species will be affected by climate change and rising global temperatures. This approach 

assumes that leaf temperatures are tightly linked with regional environmental temperatures.  However, leaf temperatures 

may be decoupled from regional air temperatures due to the different thermoregulatory behaviors and mechanisms of 

plant species.  As such, leaf temperatures can differ significantly between species that co-occur under identical air 

temperatures. For this study, we measure leaf temperatures for a suite of tropical tree species under controlled 

environmental conditions. We calculate the rate that leaves heat up (T.rate) and the maximum temperature reached by 

the leaves (T.max).  We then test the relationship between these variables and other leaf functional traits including leaf 

area, leaf thickness, leaf density, leaf water content, and leaf spectral absorptivity.  We also analyze the relationships 

between the T.rate and T.max and the species phylogenetic positions, habitat preferences, and geographic distributions.  

We show that the physiology and distributions of tropical tree species are more tightly linked with leaf temperatures than 

with regional environmental air temperatures. 

 

Andre A. Naranjo*, Pamela S. Soltis, Douglas E. Soltis - University of Florida - “Dicerandra: Understanding Ancestral Niches of 

a Narrow Endemic.” 

Dicerandra (Lamiaceae) comprises 11 species (Dicerandra christmanii, D. cornutissima, D. densiflora, D. frutescens, D. 

fumella, D. immaculata, D. linearifolia, D. modesta, D. odoratissima, D. radfordiana, and D. thinicola,) endemic to the 

southeastern United States. Species of Dicerandra are threatened or endangered and restricted to sand hill vegetation and 

a mosaic of scrub habitats, with some species (D. cornutissima, D. thinicola, D. immaculata, D. frutescens, D. christmanii, 

and D. radfordiana) being restricted to one or two sites in peninsular Florida and Georgia. Using locality and specimen data 

from iDigBio and other sources, we have applied ecological niche modeling (ENM) and niche equivalency testing to 

investigate shifts in abiotic niche space among species. Phylogenies were reconstructed using several plastid genes and 

ENMs were integrated in a comparative method workflow using the ‘R’ package ‘phyloclim’ to estimate ancestral 

environmental tolerances at each node. These results will be used to reconstruct ancestral niche spaces when sea levels 

and climate were markedly different. Niche conservatism will be evaluated based on these results and interpreted in the 

light of conservation concern for these rare plant species. 

 

Diego Ocampo - University of Miami - “Adaptations for relative larger brains in hummingbird skulls” 

Haller’s rule is a common allometric pattern, which posits that small species have relatively larger brains and eyes than 

larger species. Therefore, the smallest species face a structural and energetic cost in producing and maintaining a 

disproportionate amount of nerve tissue. However, little is known about the structural adaptations for housing relatively 

larger brains and eyes. Because hummingbirds represent the smallest species of birds, they likely have evolved 

morphological adaptations for housing relatively large brains. We used phylogenetic generalized least squares models to 

explore how skull traits, such as skull ossification, braincase compactness, and proportional eye-socket size correlates with 

body size and relative brain size in hummingbirds. We found that the smallest species convergently evolved the lowest levels 

of ossification and the most compact braincases. Also, the smallest species allocate more space for the brain relative to the 

eyes than larger species. The correlations of these skull traits with body and brain size may represent not just an ontogenic 

constraint, which is expected by a paedomorphosis process during miniaturization, but rather evolutionary adaptations to 

reduce the cost of housing relatively larger brains. These skull traits allow for housing relatively larger brains, without 

increasing farther head size. 

 

Hunter J. Howell*, Caitlin C. Mothes, Stephanie L. Clements, Shantel Catania, and Christopher Searcy - University of Miami - 

“A global review of the impacts of livestock grazing on amphibians” 

Livestock production is responsible for the use of over a quarter of the planet’s total land surface, employees 1.3 billion 

people, and accounts for 40 percent of the world’s agricultural gross domestic product (Steinfeld et al., 2006; Robinson et 

al., 2014). In addition to the direct land use associated with livestock grazing (26 percent of the ice-free land surface), an 

additional 33 percent of arable land is devoted to feedcrop production (Steinfeld et al., 2006). In total, livestock production 

accounts for the use of roughly 30% of the surface of the planet (Steinfeld et al., 2006). Understanding how this massive land 

use change has affected native communities has been the study of hundreds of papers and several reviews (see 

Fleischner, 1994; Holechek et al., 1999; Holechek et al., 2006; Howland et al., 2014; Schieltz and Rubenstein, 2016). Despite 

the massive body of literature on this nearly ubiquitous land use, a lack of reported information on stocking rate, conflicting 

reports, lack of baseline data, and a paucity of studies in certain geographic regions and on certain taxa have precluded 

broad-reaching management guidelines from being set. Here we provide a quantitative literature review of the global 

impacts of livestock grazing on amphibians and provide the results of our own study on the impacts of livestock grazing on 

an amphibian assemblage in South Florida. 

 

Kasey N. Kiesewetter* and Michelle E. Afkhami - University of Miami - “The impacts of habitat fragmentation on phyllosphere 

microbiomes and herbivory in South Florida's imperiled Pine Rocklands” 

Habitat fragmentation, a key driver of global biodiversity loss, has the potential to disturb natural species interactions. The 

phyllosphere (i.e. aboveground plant tissues) contains a diversity of microorganisms that can interact directly with macro-

organisms through plant-mediated changes in herbivory. Using the interactions among phyllosphere microbiomes, plants, 

and herbivore communities, we can begin to understand anthropogenic disturbance effects on critical macrobial and 

microbial species interactions. With ~98% of Pine Rocklands of South Florida destroyed, the remaining habitat is highly 

fragmented, providing an opportune study system for habitat fragmentation. We selected Pine Rockland fragments 

spanning a range of fragment size and habitat connectivities to conduct quantitative surveys of herbivory and microbial 



communities Spring 2017. Preliminary analysis of herbivory data of plants shows that species interactions between macro-

organisms vary with degree of fragmentation. Additionally, our results document variation both among and within species 

for the strength and direction of the relationship between herbivore damage and connectivity. This study highlights the 

complex effects of fragmentation on herbivory-mediated selection. These results to date suggest fragmentation has a 

complex effect on herbivore-plant interactions and demonstrates the need to account for both host and herbivore identity 

for understanding the effects of habitat fragmentation.   

Damian Hernandez*, Dayana Gari, Leydiana Otano Velazco, Michelle E. Afkhami - University of Miami - “Protein-protein 

interactions underlying an ancient plant-fungal symbiosis.” 

he vast majority of plants (~80%) engage in mutualistic associations with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi which can 

dramatically affect host plant performance with cascading consequences for community and ecosystem processes. 

However, the molecular crosstalk between host and symbiont regulating this association has been understudied. Secreted 

fungal proteins called effectors are likely to be critical players in coordinating this endosymbiotic mutualism. To understand 

the host functions regulated by fungal effectors, we developed a pipeline that identifies plant targets of fungal effectors, 

constructs a host-endosymbiont molecular interaction network, and functionally groups effectors. We identified interaction 

domains between plant and fungi by quantifying sequence conservation of protein domains in ethylene-response 

transcription factors, a known target. We then performed mutagenic and protein-protein interactions assays of differentially 

conserved domains to functionally test their roles in establishing effector-target binding. Domains differentially conserved 

and shown to interact with fungal effectors were classified as “mutualism domains”. Querying the Medicago truncatula 

proteome for other proteins containing mutualism domains answered whether effectors have single, multiple functionally 

similar, or multiple functionally diverse proteins. 

Brin Shayhorn*, Chloe Ramsay, Jason R. Rohr - University of South Florida - “Ranavirus Exposure in Tadpoles Slows 

Development in Hosts that have Reduced Access to Resources” 

Amphibian populations are declining globally, mainly because of habitat loss and disease outbreak. Habitat loss decreases 

resource availability and limited access to resources can weaken amphibians immune systems, making them more 

susceptible to pathogens. If these two causes of population decline are linked, amphibians may see compounded 

negative effects. We hypothesize that when hosts are exposed to Ranavirus, a pathogen of aquatic ectotherms, greater 

resource availability will increase host growth rates. Larval Cuban Tree Frogs (Osteopilus septentrionalis) were exposed to 

Ranavirus and fed either three, two or one plugs of spirulina and fish flakes (1:1) every other day. Ranavirus exposure did not 

impact development rate (Gosner stage/day) in high or medium resource levels, but significantly decreased development 

rates in the low resource treatment (resource x exposure: F51,2=7.8890, p<0.001). In addition, high resource availability 

increased growth rate (grams/week) while low availability decreased growth rate (F51,2=5.7207, p<0.006). These results 

suggest that resource availability heavily moderates the consequences of Ranavirus exposure. Therefore, habitat 

destruction may play an important role in amplifying the consequences of exposure to common, deadly pathogens, 

including Ranavirus. 

Jordan M. Reid - University of Miami - “Interspecific and Intraspecific Competition Contribute to a Dynamic Relationship with 

Disturbance Events in Age-Structured Populations” 

Forecasting population dynamics is an essential component of ecology to better understand what allows species to thrive 

in their environments, as well as what causes species to become extinct. With knowledge of life history strategies, age-

classes, and competition for space and resources, we are developing a mathematical model of the dynamics between 

two arbitrary species. Initially, the model was based on the dynamics observed in Florida Rosemary and Oak shrub 

populations, but we have since decided to generalize the model. This model accounts for the number of age-classes in 

each of two species, the effect of competition between individuals of a single population as well as that of interspecific 

competition, and the presence of disturbance events that occur more or less randomly with a given probability. To apply 

the model specifically to any two species, one needs only to have data on fecundity, movement between age-classes, 

levels of competition, and the likelihood of environmental disturbances. 

 

Alexis Masnjak - University of South Florida - “A comparative study of maternal care by virgins, females and males, in the 

fire ant, Solenopsis invicta.” 

Complex social behaviors have been well described among the sterile workers of the social Hymenoptera: honeybees, ants 

and wasps. Maternal care has been previously described in newly mated queens and sterile daughters of the red imported 

fire ant, Solenopsis invicta. However, maternal care has not been described in either S. invicta virgin queens or virgin males.  

The purpose of this study was to compare maternal care of larvae by the fertile virgins of the red imported fire ant. Virgin 

queens (n= 12) and virgin males (n=11) were collected in Pinellas County, Florida during the Spring of 2017. Each individual 

was placed in a test tube chamber with 20-30 larvae. Their behaviors were recorded for six hours using VHS video-

technology.  The frequency and duration of the following behaviors were recorded: self-grooming, brood assessment, 

brood tending, inactivity and roaming. Self-grooming was the most frequently observed behavior in queens and males 

(37%).  Brood care was observed in 3/12 queens (11%). Brood care was not observed in males (0/11).  In summary, the type 

and frequency of behaviors differed for virgins based on gender. Virgin queens displayed more diverse behaviors including 

maternal care. The behaviors of virgin males were limited to personal care and roaming.  

 



Caitlin C. Mothes*, Hunter J. Howell, Christopher A. Searcy - University of Miami – “Historic and future impacts of urbanization 

and climate change on suitable habitat for the imperiled Wood Turtle, Glyptemys insculpta” 

Ecological niche modeling is a powerful tool in conservation biology with the ability to model suitable habitat for imperiled 

species to guide conservation action. Many studies use niche modeling to predict future consequences of climate change 

and urbanization on suitable habitat, but rarely can the model accuracy be validated in these cases. Here we provide a 

methodology for validating the ability of niche models to predict suitable habitat across time, using historical data to build 

the model and validate its predictive capability with data from the present. We focus on the Wood Turtle (Glyptemys 

insculpta), an imperiled species in the U.S., using Maxent to build a model with historical land cover and occurrence data, 

and then project habitat suitability into current environmental conditions. After validating the model’s accuracy with 

present occurrence data, we then plan to calculate the percent change in suitable habitat of the Wood Turtle over time 

and identify which environmental variables are most important to defining their suitable habitat. Additionally, we will use 

future climate change and land cover variables to predict future loss of suitable habitat to target areas throughout their 

range that will be hit the hardest. The overall goal of this project is to first test the ability of niche models to predict suitable 

habitat across time and second measure the extent to which urbanization and climate change has impacted suitable 

habitat for Wood Turtles and what is the fate of suitable habitat in the future.  

 

 

Anthony Mario Bonacolta - University of Miami - “Assessment of land-based contamination in corals in the Florida Keys 

using next-generation-sequencing and microbial source tracking” 

Coral reefs provide critical ecosystem services to south Florida. The microbial populations of the coral holobiont serve critical 

roles in the health, resilience, and ecosystem functioning of these corals. The biodiversity and community composition of 

coral microbiomes are an important index of coral health and status. This project focuses on coral microbiome community 

characterization in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. A combination of next-generation-sequencing (NGS) of 

coral community metagenomic DNA and molecular microbial source tracking (MST) of host-specific fecal indicating 

bacteria (FIB) was utilized to better assess coral microbiome biodiversity and potential exposure to land-based sources of 

microbial contamination at six sentinel reefs in the Florida Keys.  Bi-monthly sampling over two years was conducted for 

these sentinel reef sites for water, sediments, and coral tissue from Acropora cervicornis, Orbicella faveolata, and 

Siderastrea siderea. Total microbial community metagenomic DNA was extracted and purified from each of these samples 

and then sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq targeting the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene. MST analysis was conducted by 

real-time quantitative PCR targeting sequences diagnostic of host specific FIBs from humans, dogs, birds, and agricultural 

animals.  Temporal and spatial variations were observed for both microbial biodiversity and host-specific FIB exposure. 

 

Brianna Almeida* and Michelle Afkhami - University of Miami - “Soil Microbial Effects on Germination of Two Tree Island 

Species”  

One of the largest challenges of the 21st century is restoring habitats that have been damaged by anthropogenic change. 

A promising avenue for improving restoration is the inclusion of microbiomes in management plans. Plant-associated 

microbiomes, for example, can dramatically improve plant fitness by ameliorating environmental stresses in some cases, yet 

their importance for restoration remains unresolved for many imperiled ecosystems. One such habitat, the Everglades tree 

islands, has declined by as much as 54% in some areas, releasing excess nutrients into the surrounding wetlands and 

exacerbating nutrient pollution from agriculture. Here, we conduct a growth room experiment manipulating the soil 

microbiome and hydrological regime experienced by two declining trees, Bursera simaruba (gumbo limbo) and Ficus aurea 

(strangler fig) to determine how microbiomes will impact tree success under two recently proposed hydrological 

management plans. These data will be used to inform future restoration and management in one of the world’s most iconic 

and ecologically-important ecosystem. 

 

 

Gavin Shotts - Auburn University - “Floral Patterning Determines Pollinator Diversity to Southeastern Pinkroot (genus Spigelia)” 

Floral patterning is the combination of timing, frequency, and longevity of flowers—factors which vary between and within 

species. This variation influences pollinator diversity to plants that require animal cross-pollination, subsequently affecting 

fitness. I examined how floral patterns determine pollinator diversity among three members of the genus Spigelia, or 

Southeastern Pinkroot. Timing, or the time period a flower is open, varies widely among the species examined with S. 

marilandica primarily open during the morning through mid-afternoon and S. gentianoides and S. alabamensis opening in 

the late afternoon and evening. S. marilandica and S. gentianoides appear to flower from May to early June while S. 

alabamensis flowers from May through September. Divergences in floral patterning suggest S. marilandica attracts a wide 

variety of diurnal pollinators in May while S. gentianoides and S. alabamensis are reliant on a narrower spectrum of late 

afternoon and evening pollinators. These latter observations can guide efforts to preserve rare species, like S. gentianoides 

and S. alabamensis, by encouraging resource managers to provide habitat and forage for late afternoon and evening 

pollinators to these rare plants. 

 



Sunghun Jeon - Auburn University - “Potential New Species Expands Southeastern US Diversity for Cockroach Genus 

Parcoblatta” 

The genus Parcoblatta is an assemblage of twelve cockroaches in the continental US with eight members found exclusively 

in the Southeastern US. Understanding this regional diversity is critical, especially as land-use changes—either restorative or 

destructive—can affect cockroach ecology and subsequent processes dependent on these insects, such as wood 

decomposition in forests. However, the last taxonomical treatment of Parcoblatta dates to 1917, a problem that prohibits 

further investigations of how these insects support Southeastern forests. I recently surveyed natural lands across Alabama for 

Parcoblatta in an attempt to update species distributions for eight described members of this genus. I discovered a 

potential new species of Parcoblatta in which males are similar to P. caudelli and females are similar to P. fulvescens. The 

disparity between the sexes immediately suggest these cockroaches are an undescribed member of Parcoblatta. I present 

morphological measurements and results from breeding experiments among Parcoblatta closely related to hypothesized 

new species to confirm the taxonomical hypothesis of a new species of Parcoblatta in the Southeastern US. This work 

establishes the foundation for phylogenetic analyses of this genus that could provide insight into how we can manage our 

forests to preserve this cockroach diversity. 

 

 

 

Jeanes, R.*, Stroud, C., Gardner, M., Smith K., and Childress, M - Clemson University - “Responses of transplanted and natural 

coral colonies to thermal stress events” 

Climate change threatens coral reefs with fluctuations in water temperatures triggering bleaching events that lead to 

increased mortality. To combat the decline in coral cover, researchers have transplanted coral colonies to better 

understand which species are best adapted to these environmental changes. We examined the impacts of two thermal 

stress events on both transplanted and naturally occurring coral colonies in the middle Florida Keys. We tagged 16 naturally 

occurring coral colonies and transplanted an additional 68 colonies of two coral species (Porites astreoides and Siderastrea 

siderea) on seven reef sites. We monitored these colonies for evidence of coral bleaching (discoloration) from June 2013 

through June 2017. Our results indicate that P. astreoides colonies are more susceptible to bleaching than S. siderea 

colonies. We also found site specific responses, with certain sites remaining unbleached. However, we did not find 

significant differences between the responses of transplanted and naturally occurring colonies, with similar numbers of each 

being resistant. These findings suggest that while certain species are better prepared for increases in sea surface 

temperatures, coral survival may depend strongly on local adaptations to reef location. 

 

Yingdan Yuan*, Jinchi Zhang, Justin Kallman, Xin Liu, Miaojing Meng, Jie Lin - Nanjing Forestry University - “Polysaccharide 

Biosynthetic Pathway Profiling and Putative Gene Mining of Dendrobium moniliforme Using RNA-Seq” 

Dendrobium moniliforme (Linnaeus) Swartz is a type of crop and precious herbal which is widely distributed in China. 

Polysaccharides are the main medicinal ingredients. In order to explore the polysaccharide biosynthesis at the level of 

transcription, we selected the roots, stems and leaves of Dendrobium moniliforme for transcriptome sequencing. Nine cDNA 

libraries were generated from Dendrobium moniliforme. A total of 811,450,164 clean reads were obtained and 562,480 

unigenes were assembled by the Illumina platform sequencing. In addition, using BLASTX (E<0.00001), we identified 1204 

carbohydrate-active related unigenes against CAZy database including 417 glycosyltransferase genes (GTs), 780 glycoside 

hydrolases (GHs), 19 carbohydrate esterases (CEs), 75 carbohydrate-binding modules (CBMs), and 44 polysaccharide lyases 

(PLs). In cellulose synthase family, 21 differential expression genes (DEGs) related to polysaccharide were identified. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study to provide a public transcriptome dataset prepared from Dendrobium moniliforme. We 

outlined the biosynthetic pathway of polysaccharides and identified putative genes involved in Dendrobium moniliforme 

polysaccharide (DMP) biosynthesis, which provide understanding of the biosynthesis and regulation of DMP at the 

molecular level. The two key enzyme genes (Susy and SPS) involved in the polysaccharide pathway were identified, and 

their expression patterns in different tissues were further analyzed using quantitative real-time PCR. 

 

Stephanie Diaz - University of Miami - “Validation of a spatially explicit individual-based model for simulating savanna 

elephant (Loxodonta africana) space use” 

We developed a spatially explicit individual-based model (IBM) to simulate space use for savanna elephants in Chobe 

National Park (CNP). Known external and internal drivers of elephant movement are linked to the external environment 

through behavior-based movement rules, and movement within the model’s environment results from the agent interacting 

with various landscape attributes. Characteristics of elephant movement patterns, including home range size, total daily 

displacement distances, and net daily displacement distances, were identified for model validation. Sixty trajectories were 

simulated for CNP’s wet season and compared to a similar number of empirical trajectories. The distributions of simulated 

and empirical home range sizes are not significantly different, indicating good agreement between model outputs and 

real-world home range sizes. Conversely, there is a significant difference in the distribution of total distances traveled daily 

and net daily displacements calculated from simulated and empirical trajectories. Ongoing work sets out to understand the 

reasons for the discrepancies between model and empirical movement characteristics and modify model parameters to 

improve the IBM's ability to project movement patterns observed in nature. The validated IBM will then be used to explore 



how various scenarios of landscape change, including changes in surface water availability, may influence elephant space 

use. 

 

Dishane K Hewavithana*, Tilak N Peries, Devaka K Weerakoon, Mayuri R Wijesinghe, Christopher A Searcy - University of 

Miami – “Roadkill hotspots to inform future infrastructure development” 

Among the many types of linear development, roads are the most geographically extensive and these networks exert a 

significant impact on global biodiversity. Roads negatively affect biodiversity via direct habitat loss, degradation and 

fragmentation. Making such widely needed infrastructure environmentally-friendly is essential in the present era, when 

anthropogenically-driven extinctions are taking place at rates that far exceed any in recent geological history. The threat 

imposed by roads is highest for less-industrialized counties in the Tropics, where the richest and most endemic fauna in the 

world are found. These countries have an increasing demand for construction and improvement of roads to accommodate 

and facilitate socioeconomic growth. Therefore, it is imperative to identify the ways less-industrialized countries in the Tropics 

can improve their road designs to mitigate potential impacts on biodiversity. 

Identifying the critical features of road design that are most associated with their impact on wildlife is essential for minimizing 

its effect. In addition to reconsidering placement of a road in a given habitat to avoid fragmentation, there are several 

physical alterations that one can do when designing a road to reduce its impact on wildlife. Such changes to mitigate a 

roads’ direct impact (i.e., mortality) include increasing driver visibility, erecting effective warning signs, and effective 

placement of wildlife crossing structures. Hence, my survey focused on identifying effectiveness of existing physical factors 

of road design that are strongly associated with road kill hotspots. I thereby expect to inform public authorities of the 

necessary adaptive measures to mitigate the direct impact of roads on wildlife. To know more about the surveys I 

conducted and about my findings, you could visit my poster! 

 

 

Venus Garcia - Florida International University - “Monitoring Native Butterfly Population Trends in The Richmond Tract” 

The pine rocklands in South Florida are home to a variety of native species that play a large role in their environment, and a 

species that is especially vital to this ecosystem are butterflies. Being able to establish the presence/absence of native 

butterfly species allows for close monitoring of these species and characterization of population trends that could aid in the 

conservation and preservation of these native butterfly species. This study was conducted within two habitats, the pine 

rocklands and Zoo Miami, where strip censuses were completed within both habitats to monitor the occurrences of adult 

native butterflies, such as Monarchs, Atalas, Hairstreaks, Sulphurs, Whites, etc. This study first began in October 2016 and the 

data has been collected up to January 2018, but the study is still ongoing. Future studies that can be performed can be 

towards how human development affects these native butterfly populations, and how development should be done with 

consideration that should be placed into the plants that are placed in the area in regards to the affected species that 

inhabit the area, and minimize damage to native species. 

 

 

Jessica A. Dell* and Dr. Brian W. Benscoter - Florida Atlantic University - “The Effects of Willow Encroachment on Peat 

Accumulation in an Herbaceous Peatland Following Drainage and Fire” 

Peatlands cover only 3% of the world’s land area but store a third of the world’s soil carbon. Carbon-rich peat soil 

accumulates when primary production is greater than soil decomposition. Peat- accumulating vegetation is maintained by 

high water levels and periodic fires. Altered hydrology and fire regimes promote shrub encroachment in historically 

herbaceous peatlands. This project examines the effects of Carolina willow (Salix caroliniana) shrub encroachment on peat 

accumulation in a sawgrass (Cladium jamaicense) peatland (Upper St. Johns River Basin, FL). Decomposition was examined 

with sawgrass and willow litter bags incubated on the soil surface for 5-6 months during low and high water levels following 

a prescribed fire and drainage. Willow litter decomposed more than sawgrass litter during both water levels. Sawgrass 

decomposition increased during the low water level while willow decomposition increased during the high water level. 

Greater willow decomposition may be due to more labile carbon content than sawgrass. The fire or Hurricane Irma may 

have increased willow decomposition during the high water level. Willow encroachment can result in a transition from 

herbaceous peatland to shrub wetland with a loss of stored carbon. Loss of peatlands will have major impacts on regional 

ecosystems services and global biogeochemical cycles. 

 

Sathvik Palakurty - University of Miami - “Biological market analysis approach to variation in mutualist trade strategy” 

Mutualisms, species interactions in which all partners benefit, are ubiquitous in nature (plants/mycorrhizal fungi, 

anemones/clownfish). Mutualisms can be viewed through the lens of the biological market theory as interacting partners 

engaging in trade of resources or services. Interestingly, mutualists trade strategies vary greatly nature. For example, some 

mutualists provide the host with only one resource (specialization) while other mutualists provide multiple resources to the 

host (generalization). Moreover, the interaction frequencies between partners also can differ for various mutualisms i.e. 

obligate mutualisms have hundred percent interaction frequencies while facultative mutualisms have lower interaction 

frequencies. Traditional biological market models fail to incorporate the variation in interaction frequency that we observe 

in nature, and subsequently fail to explain the variation in mutualist strategy that we observe. We hypothesize that variation 



in interaction frequency (some individuals within a population may interact with a mutualistic partner, and some may stand 

alone) is key in explaining the variation in mutualist strategies observed in nature. We will characterize scenarios in which 

specialization or generalization is the evolutionarily stable strategy. 

 

Samuel Spencer* & Olivia Santiago - University of South Florida - “How does unusual weather impact disease outbreaks 

across host-parasite systems?” 

Climate change is increasing global mean temperatures as well as the frequency of unusual and extreme conditions. 

Recent evidence suggests that unusually warm or cool conditions should lend parasites an advantage in their interactions 

with hosts adapted to colder and warmer environments, respectively, because larger-bodied hosts generally have 

narrower thermal tolerances than smaller-bodied parasites. Despite these advancements, it remains unclear how 

geography and host or parasite traits moderate the influence of unusual conditions on disease. We hypothesize that larger 

hosts or hosts from tropical latitudes are more sensitive to disease after unusual conditions because they have even 

narrower thermal tolerances than smaller or temperate hosts. Here, we examined how thermal mismatches (differences 

between long-term temperature in an environment and temperature during testing for disease) interact with body size, 

latitude, altitude, life stage, and habitat to predict population-level infection prevalence across a wide variety of host-

parasite systems, including diverse parasites of mammals, birds, amphibians, fish, corals, and plants. We find that body size, 

latitude, host thermal biology, and parasite type play important roles in determining host susceptibility to parasitism 

following unusual temperatures. Notably, hosts from colder environments are likely to suffer increased disease susceptibility 

due to climate change in their environments. 

 

Edward James - University of Miami - “Annotation and differential expression of the mTOR pathway in aphids.” 

Obligate nutritional endosymbioses are well studied, but we do not have a full picture of how two disparate organisms, a 

bacterial endosymbiont and a eukaryotic host, have evolved integration to overcome the latent conflict between 

symbiotic partners. The mTOR pathway is known to integrate nutritional conditions with cell growth and survival. 

Characterization of amino acid transporters in aphids suggests the mTOR pathway as point of integration between an 

aphid and its amino-acid provisioning endosymbiont Buchnera aphidicola (housed in bacteriocytes). The mTOR pathway is 

unannotated in aphids and unstudied in nutritional endosymbiosis. Annotation of the mTOR pathway identified all known 

invertebrate mTOR genes in two aphid species. Differential expression analysis showed that genes specific to the amino 

acid sensitive mTOR Complex 1 were more highly expressed in bacteriocytes than genes specific to the amino acid 

insensitive Complex 2. Almost all mTOR genes involved in detecting amino acids showed higher expression in bacteriocytes 

than globally. When compared to gut, the putative glutamine/arginine transporter SLC38A9 showed 6.5 times higher 

bacteriocyte. Our work highlights the need for intensive study of the mTOR pathway in nutritional endosymbiosis. 

 

Cristal Espinosa*, Frank Ridgley, & Dr. Steven Whitfield - Florida International University - “Understanding the Life History of an 

imperiled species: The Florida Duskywing (E. brunnea)” 

The Florida Duskywing, Ephyriades brunnea, is an imperiled butterfly species endemic to the Pine Rocklands of South Florida. 

Since very little information is known about this species, research was conducted to observe their life cycle, and gather 

enough information to list them as a protected species. Between May-August 2017, eggs and larvae were collected from 

the pine rocklands of Zoo Miami and placed in pop up enclosures to observe life cycle changes. Of the 12 eggs collected, 

none were considered viable in the 61 days observed. Possible explanations for none being viable include stress factors, like 

temperature and humidity difference between the indoor facility and outside. All 3 larvae that were collected at different 

instars enclosed: 2 males and 1 female. While no substantial information was gathered from the eggs, observations of the 

larvae provided insight into different instar stages, defense mechanisms, pupation periods and their enclosure. Future 

research includes studies of Florida Duskywing and other endemic butterfly species of the Pine Rocklands being observed in 

a butterfly laboratory at Zoo Miami. It is estimated that only 2% of the original Pine Rocklands in South Florida currently 

remains, so it is vital that this ecosystem and endemic species are conserved. 

 

Bennett Paradis* and N.E. Chadwick – Auburn University - “Multiple environmental stressors on the stony coral Acropora 

cervicornis: effects on photosynthetic and respiration rates” 

Environmental stressors reduce organismal fitness, but underlying physiological mechanisms often remain unknown. Both 

anthropogenic climate change and tissue abrasion by recreational divers cause stress to reef-building corals, however the 

complex impacts on coral respiration and photosynthesis are poorly understood. We examined how two types of stressors 

act synergistically to alter metabolism in the Caribbean reef-building coral Acropora cervicornis. Using respirometry, 

photosynthesis and respiration of small A. cervicornis fragments were measured at four temperatures (22, 25, 28, and 30°C) 

and two abrasion treatments (non-abraded and abrasion of 15-20% of coral surface area). At moderate temperatures (25-

26°C) corals exhibited higher photosynthesis rates relative to respiration, indicating a P:R 1.5-3 and their ability to meet 

metabolic needs. At elevated temperatures (28-30°C), corals had impaired photosynthesis and increased respiration, 

leading to P:R <1 and an energy deficit. Physical abrasion followed by temperature increase severely impacted net 

photosynthesis, hindering coral ability to meet energy demands. We conclude that decreased net photosynthesis and 



accelerated respiration at high temperature is compounded by damage from tissue abrasion, leading to a potentially 

lethal combination for corals under climate change and high ecotourism visitation.  

 

Marya Zdechlik - University of Miami - “Simulation of post-hurricane impact on invasive species with multiple control 

managements” 

Hurricane damage can have a significant impact on ecosystems dynamics of both native and invasive species and their 

habitats. Although some studies find hurricane damage creates an opportunity for re-invasion in vacated spaces, others 

suggest invasive species are not as well adapted to hurricane conditions and may be more severely damaged when a 

storm occurs. Another ecological factor that influences the species dynamics is historical treatment on the invasive species. 

Here, we used melaleuca as a model species to evaluate the impacts of hurricane damages on its population growth and 

recovery over an extended period, under historical treatment of biological control. To do this, we surveyed areas of the 

everglades to obtain accurate estimates of population sizes, heights, and diameters at breast height of the melaleuca 

trees. Using these numbers, we applied an individual based forest model to simulate the population dynamics over 

hundreds of years. Once we established this base model, we created matrix models to simulate the impacts of bio-control 

and hurricane damage on the melaleuca population. Our results showed the combination of hurricane damage and bio-

control provided the most effective method of eradicating the melaleuca tree over a period of hundreds of years. 

 

Thomas William Fieldsend*, Rosa Ana Sánchez-Guillén, Colin Michael Beale, Rob Critchlow, Marc Macias-Fauria - Florida 

International University - “Climate-change-induced range shifts in British Odonates: implications for interspecific 

hybridisation” 

This study sought to investigate the implications of interspecific hybridisation precipitated by climate-change-induced 

distributional shifts for species of eight odonate genera resident in the United Kingdom. Species’ 2080 distributions were 

modelled using two spatially coherent  projections from UKCIP09 (consistent  with  a  global  temperature  rise  of  2°C  and  

4°C  respectively),  and  compared  against  existing  distribution  data  from  1980.  Changes  in  sympatry  over  this  period  

were  determined  for  intrageneric  species-pairs  and  combined  with  data  on  genetic  distance—used  as  a  proxy  for  

hybridisation  potential—to  predict  the  nature  of  hybridisation  in  species-pairs.  Forty-two  species-pairs  were  studied,  

23  (55%)  of  which  were  predicted  to  increase  in  sympatry  between  1980  and  2080,  whilst  the  converse  was  true  

for  19  species-pairs  (45%).  Additionally,  hybridisation  potential  was  determined  for  15  Sympetrumspecies-pairs  and  

one  Calopteryx  species-pair.  Two  species-pairs  were  adjudged  capable  of  hybridising,  whilst  fourteen  species-pairs  

were  adjudged  incapable  of  hybridisation.  Future  climate-change-induced  range  shifts  are  likely  to  alter  the  

hybridisation  dynamics  of  British  odonates,  including  species  endangered  at  a  national  level;  as  such,  it  is  clear  

that  the  relationship  between  climate  change  and  hybridisation  warrants  further  research.   

 

Laura Koffinas – Florida State University- “Can habituation explain preference for mates with novel phenotypes in the guppy 

(Poecilia reticulata)?” 

Preference for mates with novel sexual signals has been observed in numerous taxa, though the underlying mechanism(s) 

remain unclear. Here, we investigate a potential psychological mechanism underlying mating preference for novelty. 

Habituation is a simple and common form of learning that causes individuals to become less responsive to a particular 

stimulus following repeated exposure to that stimulus. If individuals habituate to the particular sexual signals that they have 

encountered, this could produce a preference for novelty. We tested this hypothesis in the Trinidadian guppy (Poecilia 

reticulata), in which males exhibit drastic variation in color patterns, and females prefer males with novel color patterns. We 

are exposing female guppies to males that have similar color patterns to one another, and then testing their mating interest 

in males with either the same, “familiar” color pattern, or a different, “unfamiliar” pattern. We will use these data to test for 

the criteria used to demonstrate habituation. Female interest in familiar pattern males should decline with increased 

exposure, but should spontaneously recover following a period of isolation. To distinguish between the alternative 

explanations of sensory adaptation and fatigue, we also predict stimulus specificity; that is, the decline in interest should be 

limited to the familiar pattern, not affecting interest in the unfamiliar patterns. If our results meet these criteria, our study will 

indicate that habituation underpins preference for mates with novel phenotypes. 

 

Alex Kula* and J. David Van Dyken - University of Miami - “Evolutionary Rescue in Saccharomyces cerevisiae” 

Biological invasions alter the probability of extinction, risk factors for extinction, or resulting spatial patterns of the endemic 

population. These biological invasions are becoming increasingly more common with the accelerating impact of 

anthropogenic climate change, habitat fragmentation, species introductions, or the accumulation of the different factors. 

Understanding the factors contributing to species displacement and extinction risk via invasion is therefore important to 

study. Theoretical and computational work has shown that endemic populations can adapt to the invading population 

through means of evolutionary rescue.  However, there has been little experimental work that demonstrates how adaptive 

evolution can occur within the endemic population during a biological invasion. In this project, we aim to model endemic 

species evolutionary response to a biological invasion. Finally, we plan to utilize S. cerevisiae to experimentally demonstrate 

a biological invasion and examine the evolutionary response of the endemic population. 


